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i.
FOEEBiQED
Ho attempt, is made in the following, pages to &ive 
anything liKe an adequate account of the whole of Browningfe 
philosophy of love, or of its relation to loiowledge.
Very little reference has bean made to the worlc of 
the postk later years, in spite of the fact that much of 
i't'il^ltriy oonoerna this particular subject* For sucii 
ooems as ffiy^jjie. .at, "frfeg- JFaiff and ^-j^ill^r a&.r ^^P^/t^f^Ct 
though they-ma&e may as3^ to prove by logical argugment 
the triumph of love over 'cnowledge, ara by vary reason
of their philosophical and argumentative character^
/ ; 
somewhat unpoetical in quality*
The -writer has aDdeavourad to set forth to some 
extent how Browning.a^. a. p<|at r treated a subject vrhich 
he latar discusses as a logician; and therafore, wi^fe trfae 
except -»->.-?of two preliminary chaptsrs, a:od for purposes 
of further illustration, has confined hex- attention
il
solely to those years of Browning's lire, which seamed 
to hor<? to have borne the riches o poetioal fruits,- 
in particular, to the^jfep jffiA
Mar? s,^ci yaffil T as it originally appeared,
/
consisted of fifty poems, with, an epilogue dedicating 
them all to his wife. In these volumes "Browning 
roachod the sumnit of his gonius; for readily as it may
b© Srdr : tit-od that gome of the poems in
z~^'3 i-?on'9 of the boo3?s of 1p,hQ Ring: fgfflci tchQ fiQQ?^f ranlc
/
v.'itb the best of them, yet they do not surpass tham.. 
Thsr-2 are some tw3lve or fifteen masterpieces with all 
Bro^D ing's oharact eristic excellences, arid few or none of
his characteristic defects* and tho remaining poems form
 $» ? ' 
a ^'oi-t/hy accompaniment to them.* Almost all those to
which a dafinite date of composition can be assigned
to tiie vaars 185O-1855; they are the fruit of his
(1) 
marriage and of Italy, M
(1) Ksnyon, G.F..Intro: to Centen: Ed: or Bg's i,oems.
ill.
They are dramatic pictures or life, illustrating 
continually, and with extraordinary variety, the part
played in our lives by love and -'
Or the fifty-one poems which constitute these volumes 
tweirby-six bear almost entirely on the main thorns of this 
essay; while thirteen more, in varying de&reas, contrib- 
ute to it either dirocrbly or indirectly,
The remaining twelve poems are mostly very short; 
soma are just charming trifles,- the only oi'e ci' any consid- 
  erable length or importance bein& Guilds Roland to 
Tower
Of the second of these three groups - those having 
partial reference t.o the subject of this essay- mention 
has been made only of those poems, or parts of poems, 
which have a really vital connection with the subject* 
The bearing of such poems, for instance, as $ A Pretty
ffloman » .... or A, Serenade at . Jfke y±l.Tr$. . seems so trifling 
as scarcely to warrant* a reference.
1.
CHAPTER 1.
Browning's unity of thought - his optimistic view or 
life contrasted with the comparatively pessimistic outlook 
of Carlyle, M. Arnold, and Tennyson.
It is no exaggeration to aay that of all our great 
English poets, Robert Bromiing has the grea'tdax, claim to 
the title of philosopher aa well as po@t. It is true that 
 tfo^-t of our poeta have tried in some degree to solve the 
many problems of existence. Some have held suoh a 
solution as the &oal or their life's worlc. But not one
 
of them has achieved so great a unity of thought as 
Browning»
He indeed, on occasion, appeared before the world 
as philosopher, armed with proofs against any assault 
which might be made1 on his theories of life - ready to 
argue wifch logical precision on their behalf. Many of 
his later poems are merely philosophical disquisitions 
In verse, and much of ^ Paracelsus and Sordello is vitiated 
by the same argumentative tendency.
During the middle period of hia c- r 3 er» however, he as vary 
rarely trerely a philosopher. I&i the Ifen and Women volumea of
1856 though ha arrived at the same oonolusiona as in hia earlier
and later work:, he reached them by a different road - if indead 
he o an be said to have reached them by a road at all. For in 
these poema, more than in his earlier or later work* iis seB 
to have been granted an immediate vision of thosoftruths 
elsewhere he sought to attain by procesa of hard tiiinking«
Whether the result was achieved by poetio inspiration or 
logical investigation, the important thing to realise is,, 
that it is the same in either case. The truths which at one 
time he saw aa poet, were the same aa those ' .'Jaich on other 
occasions he i-as prepared to test as philosopher and thinker.
This great unity of thought was at the same time 
consistent with , and perhaps dependent on, a variety almost 
as remarkable. For Browning, having arrived at cejrtain 
theories, proceeded forthwith to test their truth* He was 
enough of a philosopher to 3e^ clearly, that if,., throughout
the whole range of experience he could find one 
faot ultimately irreconcilable with his hypothesis,
that hypothesis had failed.
Thus it happens that the bulk of his
poetic output can be considered as an investigation 
of life undertaken in order to prove the validity
of a philosophical theory. When the poet seems 
most concerned with individuals he is in reality 
most universal. He must search all kinds of 
experience in his quest for truth.
Interested in men of all ages, of all 
opinions and nationalities, versed in most sciences 
and arts, he could not but cover in his writings 
a vast field of human experience. Culling examples
from Ancient U-reece, Palestine just after the time 
of Christ, Italy in the middle ages, Italy and 
England of today, he wrote with equal zest of paint- 
-ing and music, of spiritualism and Biblical history,
of criminals an 3 dignitaries 01' tb.2 ohurch, and above
all or the ordinary ir^n and votr.en he ni^t in the streets of
London and Paris, or in the qui^t country lanas.
In his v3ry first* worlc, publlaH^d at th3 ag3 of
j; of life w&ich was to ba his constant tbams 
h3 di^d, an old man of nsarly aigiity y9ars.» Unlllse
t
most youthful poets, Browning, sv>n at t&at early age, 
was not tos^d about by 9very wav* of spiritual influsno© 
broke upon him* He aesma when 133 wrote Pauliae
to have made serious and thoughtful investigation of the 
problems of existence, and to have arrived at certain 
con elusions rhich seemed to him satisfactory. By the 39
't
he chose to stand } though by no meana in quiescent accep-
*
-tation, for the remainder of his long life, untroubled, 
or at leaat unshaken, by those storma of controversy 
which raged about his head, anl which raduced other 
poeta and thinlcera with ideala perhaps as high as hia
5.
own to doubt and even to confusion,
Three great writers contemporary with 
differ from him in varying dogress in respect to their 
attitude towards the problems of life.
Carlyle with his watchword fc Truth t though 
the Heavens crush me for following her * reflects in hia 
booT^s the social, spiritual and intellectual confusion 
of hia age. He was imbued »-rith the conviction that man 
was a spiritual being, consumed with ^ineffectual but 
unconquerable desire for the infinite, and burdened with 
responsibilities towards hia fellows. But he waa unable 
to realise, that this desire for infinity and this sense 
of responsibility ar» in truth man's noblest possessions, 
the very Godhead revealed in him.
He firmly believed that Right is 1,iigiit,and 
that ^ ood ultimately musfc prevail; but he felt that God 
Himself had veiled Hia Face, and that man was destined to
page 131 vol .1. Carlyle.
6.
work for ever -towards a goal sat by another Will 
than his own. Ho was obsssaed by his own 
insignificance. In gartor Rasartua he says
wWe are- wa know trhat; - light*- sparkles floating in
(1)
th.9 a3t»hsr of Daity ! w ...*.............,..........
w Thousands of human gansra-tions, all as noisy as 
ov.r own, have bean swallowad up by Tims, and t»hsr9 
ramains no wreck of them any more; .*.......... .Pahaw!
what, is tJiia paltry little i-! og,- cage or an Earth; .* .,"(3
But he is Dot always so gloomy .-.v? this. 
Breaking in on all his pessimism., cocas the thought
 
that this Nature, and- this Mail are perhaps the very
(3)
*» living visibla aarmont. of God: " and that
TJniverse is not dead arsci demoniacal, a
f
chaamel-houss rrith apectraa^ju't Godlike, and 
Father's tt
(1) Page 4* Vol.1. Carlyle. (G) .a^ep vol.1. Carlyle
(2) Fp. 145-6 Vol.1. *» (4) " 150 '» " "
ollowing on so comforting a thought, hi 3 aoul 3^33
in a truer llglrt. It ia an object now Tor an infinite pity.
Man is hia suffering brother. Thus IB eatablia&cd an
indissoluble bond and each nan becomes his orother's l^oper
Ho longer must we selfishly aselc our own Ua,; -..ineaa. ' On the
roaring bilTotrs or Time tliou ai-t not enguirodjbut borne
aloft into th$ azure of Etarnity. Lov3 not pleasure, love God,
Kors Carlyle h'-.s stur;.bl'5d on at l^afit part of Uii
truth vji;;..~h. uheld L himsiir. But h? doe a not ,
having found it, l-£"VDp hold. Continually in rev :rts
to bis former or  of despair, and orten his conaciouan333
or tin brotL.?rhood of man merely awakes in hit" a ;i3e.^3
Though at --ii =5 tiuie h3 can write of "this 1'sir universe" aa-
" indeed the atar  Jor-jd City oC 'j-od" thr- ui living aoul
of -fhioh bear.a " the glory of a present God", at others
ever- the love of God is for him lifjlo more thc^' a blind
force fighting a battle for good of which the result i
(1) paf,e 153 Vol 1. Carlyle.
8.
preordained; while mankind are then regarded as 
" a thousand million ghosts walking the Sarth at. 
noontide; " and the Earth itself becomes but rt a film; 
it cracks in twain, and warrior and war-horaa sink 
beyond plummet's sounding .....
...... a little while ago, they were not; a little while,
(1)
and the*' are not, their very ashes are not; "
The poetry of aatthew Arnold, echoes ths cry of 
despair which wails through Sartar Resartus. lie too
 :3esx>ised w the barren optimistic sophistries of oomf ox-table 
(3)
moles. " Ho had little of Carlylo's mysticism. To him 
it x-ras difficult to imagine tirns and space as ir.oro illusions; 
-&fee man as a shadow in a shadow-system,
** rhis strange lisease of mo-lem life
(8)
V/ith its sick hurry,its divided aims, "
enveloped him and oftr3n threatened to stif-le h:i > ^01 I.
(1) Page 31. Vol. 1. Carlyle.
(2) To aiIfepuW'Win Fr/^id. ("-Sonnet)
(3) The scholar-Gipsy. Stanza x>:i.
He loved to picture life as a voyage over" an 
unrecognisable aea", over which we sail by nigbt 
encompassed in a darlonaas so thick that each of us 
stands ufcuorly alone. V/e liziow not.Jiing; of t,&9 inner life
*
of othara. Hoarcaly do we know our ovtn,
Lil:9 Cekrlyle,ii, Arnold raoognissd t»3oe d3aire for 
Infinit»y which le^da n^an t/o become little more tlian ** an 
aimless unallay'd Desire," Tiiougtita ligiit His 
aplritr only to hurry by, powers stir wit&in tiini only 
to disappear. Pie wanders on aarth groping for lie Imowa 
not wfcat.
But like Carlyle* he too failed to aee tiiat 
the very senae of the inadequacy of human life is the 
most hopeful thing about it; that * the ahreda of giftaw 
gnsanted us irrrly that they are part of a whole whiob,
that man's very feeling that within. 
him there Is some inner lif© >*hioh rarely, if ever,
reaches the surface, ia the groarantes that this iifs
10
on esrth fcaa Ita complete fulfilment irs another 
existence.
" Thua M his s^d lucidity of aoul " only 
served to malce him fe3l
** With large reaulta ao little rife 
Tbough be arable »a$em hardly wortla 
Thia pomp of worlds, this pain of birth, **
ITature with its solscm hills, its inossaantly falling
streama, ita lonely sky, , has b-3aut# ; out ita Icfvelinsaa
ia cold; the Esavsns roll on oalm. and uapasaionat®
in their ateady p^rforTanoe of duty, T&3 utmost he aalca
for man is that he too may attain to the same calm
endurance,
hs hirnaslf wrote of Sophocles,
(3) 
would**999 life ateadily, and ae ^ it whole", but
though h@ saw it ateadily he did not auooeed in savin
r
it vrholG, H© sat apart, in gloom, having insight only 
into the evil of the
(1) Baraignation liros 351- 3 
(S) n To a Friend" ( Sonnet).
11
undoubtedly was thera to be seen, out 
gooci was also present in still greater de&re^. It 
was a time of unr3St and stress, wh«.n unseen forces vers 
wording confusedly together. What the final result
of it would be , it was not given to <i. Arnold to
» 
"know- nor indeed to any one alse; for life in. the last
half of the nineteenth century, chaotic though it 
aaomed to men of thought, presented few problems 
oompare:i with those which the twentieth. asks us to aolv« 
and we are a till in the full force of tiia hurly-burly 
-fhich has gro?m steadily irore violent vrith the years. 
Lltee Oarlyla, and Browning himsalf n. Arnold
9
vrass a fighter* Bit while Carl?/!® in his gloomiest
ciomsnts was upheld b:; a firm belief in the ultimate
triumph of §ood» though it was not given to -him
?
to s?Ti it, Arnolds Datt.ie was fought '..r itu an utter
absence of Joy^ and tho ooarags only of ueayalr.
13.
Tor a moiroirt to Tennyson »D find 
that tils position steads midway between t-he pes^imiam. 
of Carlyl© and Arnold and the joyous optimism of Brxran- 
-ing.
in close relation -vitti the otiu,r three 
aacie pre»l>lemB^resent»el t&SEieslvesj and he det* 
wlt&. equal dst^miination Co reaoli tiae lirutja.. 
The new otoveEient/e of science and criticism w&icJa ao 
deiply distiurlaed men suoa as Arnold and Clougl3k»be3et»
^ •
t»oo; but wjbsrsas they oould see no way out, 
Tssnyson impatiently thrust his way tlaroagii at 9ac& 
onast, soBiatimss witn a£tut sy@s as if be dared not 
looic Taota fairly in taa fao©, He aeai&B t« iiave 
bs3D afraid to douot*- to hava.olung deap&cately to 
the belief that * soniefeow g,ood will os the final goal 
of ill", and in his old age he aohisved if toot ths 
joy of complete victory, at l^aat its peace.
13.
Brooming, the leafct subjective of poets, -who could 
forgwt his own personality In love and sympathy with 
faia fellows, formed a truer opinion of life than any 
of the above-mentioned. He loolced out on the world 
of men, and lilce M. Arnold, h© saw that evil was rife 
everywhere; he did more, for he went down and confronted 
evil in its own den, daring it to show itself in all 
its hatefulness: and he came back* not with, a tale of 
wo®, and a sorrowful face, but with a glad laugh, of 
conquest and a promise of good hope, boldly asserting 
that evil is nought, and that all is well with the world,
** Re oduld see the reflection of the sun in every
(1) 
foul puddle **  **Thl9 world's no blot for us** he pro-
 claims in Fra Lippo
w It means intensely and means good**, while in 
the words of the mother of Saul ha says -
WI have lived, seen (Sod's hand thro* a life time,
and all waa for tSfe best , , . . . w
(1) . Page 29. A*Symons (Introds to study of
14
Brown ing, un 111^9 Arnold and Tennyson, loved ths 
strife and -the bustle, and refuse! to flee from it; 
for he believed that th® strife is the thing which 
matters most. We must
'* 'welcome each rebuff 
That turns earth's smoothness rough, 
Hacii sting that bids nor sit nor stand but go! 
Be our Joys three-parts pain!
?trivo»and hold cheap the strains ft
Learn, nor account the pangjj dare #n ever grudge the throe!
Yet Browning was very far from loving svil for 
its own salce,
tf Why rushed the discords in but that the harmony (1)
should be prized! w
. ».. " On tiie earth the broken ar6; in the
a perfect round, '* (2)
M The moral life of man, as he sees it, is a 
with. ^vil,a tnovement through error towards a tu 
good" (5)
(1) ,^bt Vogler, Stanza xl. (4.) ^b> en.-h> vi.
(Q\ Abt Vogler w ix
(3) Browning as a Phils and Belig: Tsacher (Page 166) -7
15
CHAPTER 3^
Source of Browning* s optimism- Significance or love- 
ti-eory of supremacy of love over knowledge- relation ox 
love to knowledge worked out in Paraoelaua- -brief survey 
of the "theory, in subsequenti v-or'sa until 1855.
secret of Browning's indomitable optimism, 
his solution of all the difficultlea and anomalies 
of life, can be summed up in one word  love* 
The welt-nwps adage  often applied so frivolously- that it 
is love which ma&ea the world, go round, acquires a deeper 
and more spiritual meaning to the thoughtful r3ader of 
Browning's poetry.
Through his long life he cons latently ondeavourec 
to pierce through external phenomena and reach aocae abidini 
reality- aome unifying and aplritual prlnoiplo wnich must 
underlie the flux of circumstance*! if life is GO be 
anything trore than a chaoa of unmeaning senaations* 
Early in life he decided what he conceived that universal
16.
principle to be. I-ove alono, i:.o tJiougnt* solves that 
apparent contradict I on between morality and religion* 
wtittrh for &&--B has ombarraaaGu the world . It ia ooth 
the /aubstanivj oif Life, and ita end; it la the divine aparlc
i
ri >
IT/
wbl&i prftvea a man" a god tJiougil in -fcjtis germ". Browning
goes faruher "tliain oiiis; &s dskrea -to say t»Jbat»
w The loving worm beneath it* clod
(S)
la diviner "than a loveless God.
Binoe (TO! is identified with love, USD in 
ao Tar 0,3 a© lov^sa is a are dlvi.no tban tto Daity itaelf. 
But God ia Iiove , and on tliat rouadation t^ built iiis 
iiope. God 'a revelation or Himself -tiirousii "Use inoamation 
and atcnipg self-sacrifice of iiis Son, became ir 
oonaequenoe tiie esasnoe of tils religious fai'Ui.
So many plilosopliers, poeta, and preaoiisrs, 
from tdie time of Plato to t&e presort day, iiave tried to
define lov© in ao ir^aiy ^rarious v/sgrs tiiat to add in tfciis 
little essay another to the already tao*nuirr3rous definitions
(1) 
(S)
Rabbi Ben Ezra. Btan^a xiii. 
Christtias ®V3. ** v.
17
.be bot.il auperrluous and preaum&tuoua. Yet, ainoe 
love jaolcta so. vital a, place in Browning*a philoaophy 
of life, it is esa^nc-ial to realise at the outset* the 
exact aignif icance he himaelf attached to a word which 
ia used in ordinary conversation nowadays with half a dozen 
differing ahades of cleaning.
Whatever it may be to the oi?dinary man iu the 
street, to Browning it waa th© permanent unity underling 
the manifold changing variety of circumatance. To him 
v?as not a mere emotion, but the oond of union between
and his Malcer. It is God working in the worldja 
Creator manifesting itself through the medium of Power 
and|\ Knowledge in auccessive forms of Joy, Beauty, and 
Goodiieaa*
?he very univerae itself, Brown ing believed to 
be but^ >the gigantic offspring of the infinite love of God.
!
Ee created the ^,'orld in the joy of love, and he created 
it on a rational plan. Man builda up a moral world to
-18.
load Mm bacfe to God's love; ai7d he too builds on a reaaon- 
-able basis. Taiiss love an;l reason ars ooth ±/cimal powers 
reciprocally e.ddlng to c:ach other's strength. Together 
they aro lifting man out or the isolation &n3 ohaoa or his 
own individual instincts and sgoiam to r-.^cborsiiip of a 
great spiritual Kingdom oi' whioii God is tiie Head*
The untutored savage aas but a dim ooifteptlon 
of love. line nearest he approaoia.es to it ia in Bex 
attraction and the fierce proteotive instinot of the 
barbarian inotiier for her child. A3 his mental outloolc 
is enlarged, so his conception of love begins to include 
SUQ& ssBMUfeisjBip as friendship, loyalty and self -sacrifice .
So ftnftwledge also, osginning ?rith concrete experiences and
devoted to purely selfish 911 da, passos through stage 
after stage , from mere isolated facts to the fundamental 
truths vrhich govern thorn.
F'rom the beginning, love a»d Imowledge have 
gone hand" in hand, The wider a man's mental horizon
19.
the greater becomes his capacity ror love, Tiiia ia trus- 
for til© race however it may aesm to ue ueliedL in individual 
oases, -tie idaa^w:' a -rorld united in a universal 
brotherhood is the product OJL twenty centuries or 
continuous intellectual enlightenment, as wall as or 
Christ's doctrine of love.
But Browiing did not conceive of thair continuing 
all the way together* There comes a time v/hen love shoota 
on ahead leaving; Isnowleige far behind* Intellectual 
Isnowledge can only be partial because our mind is an 
instrument arid oan give us information nieraly about things 
??hio& can oe divided and analysed* Knowledge is finite, 
and at best only relative. But love can reach out beyond 
the finite to the infinite. It can penetrate behind 
the material world to the benificent PUT pose of Qod* 
It alone is wisdom. Ifot until imowledge has merged itself 
in love can it too transcend the limits of the finite 
world an4 behold in all its beauty the Beatific Vision 
of God Himself revealed as Love incarnate.
30.
That the oienificanoe or lo-.-o beoawe -s\oi- 
r- or® apparent to JrovTUing: i'.s ctarirerft/ in ills po-snis
t'r»orn .ParaoQlgf^a wusre tils :iaotrilie is flr^o ol K
outlined, through, all iiitf vjork, to tiio la-vt e>i*oup 
ppenus, whioii liirJ. at oic^s to oooome i^.iro 
disquisitions on ttiia ver^ 3ubj3Ot»
T&ougJa BroTOiing, at tils time when r 
rully realiseol. tJiat love wa-s tixo 
tiling in lii'a, it did not yst .'-; . at-r for
him, as it did in His latsr ;;oars, tiie value or 
tonowledge. In this early poem, though ulti.^atelv the 
victory Ii9s trith lov^, it is obvious that/ the !>oot» 
has be arty sympathy v^-ith Faraoelaua throu^ijoat u^-: v»iiolo 
oj? hl3 vain cucrst Tor 'vnowle .Mj-.e.
Prom childhood r&racol^us has be- 
bv a fir©
...... to ~onip *. : :? ii-snd tho worlds 01" Go.I,
And Oiou himself, and all Ooci'^ 'Uiieroi 
V?:lth th-j human c.ind; 11 (1) 
jjp-   - -
31.
From the outset, iiowov^r, It la ?satu 
th3 iruaiole friond, who loves much., who la near or tho 
truth.
**Were I elect Ii3ra you," fee aaya. 
-vou.la snoiroie me vitih love, ana r*atae 
A rampart of my fellows; It should ^sem 
ImDOsalble for me to fall, 30 watched 
By .geatls friends who mUs my oauss ttiair
But Parswselaus, with sublime self-confidence, 
tkinlra he is all sufficient in himself, and seta 
off alone on his qu?et,
After the lapse of a cor^ilei-able number 
of years,left sn old^-gre:/ haired man. from whom all 
the vigour-and joy or youth has ri3d, iis   oegina for
tha flr?3t tliLO -to-wonder ir hQ Haa"mlstakBD the wild
(3)
-of hi c3 breast and to r-grat tiie time
(I") Page 35 Yol I
(3) w SO w 1 »»
3<3,
*» When yet this wolf iah hunger after I
^et not retnoraeleaaly love* a olaim aside** (I)
In the midst of thia despondency th3re enters .-i^rils
** who would love infinitely and be loved" (2)
Paracelsus in whoaa mind the necessity of love ia only 
3uat> beginning to dawn, exults over this '* poor slave** 
for setting sudi at»ore on what fa.3 himsalx1 has deliberat»e-
-ly shut out from life. Kis triumph, howgver, is short-
-lived; for Aprile, after recounting the aspiration which 
he has ever held befor3 his eyes, concluded 03 telling 
how he has prayed God w to tnalse more loveliness** Tor him 
w and for mankind**, or to talce him to Himself.
 Eternal, infinite love**. Then turning abruptly to
Paracelsus he aays
** If thou hast - -neSr
Conceived this righty aim, this full aoaire, 
«.» ........ ............. thou art
Ho >ing of mine.** (3)
(1) Page 39.
(2) M 33. Vol
Vol 1. 
 1, 
(3) ** 34. Vol 1.
23.
Somewhere in the brsast of Paracelsus a 
bolt is shot baofc, and weeping,he cries aloud-
M Love me henceforth, Apriie, while I l 
To love; and merciful God, forgive us both! 
We walee at lanfifeU from weary dreams; but botii 
Have alspt in fairy- land............... «...
I too, have sought to^ssyojt as t*hou to ____
(1 ) Excluding love as thou refusedat ^knowledge," ^]
Hen with renewed hope, turn ing to the
dying Aprile, hs rallies him thua,
wDis not, April®, W3 must never part* 
Ara we not halves of one diassvsred world, 
Whom this strange chanoe unites onoe more?
Part? never!
Till thou, the lover, Imowj and I tiae l 
Love- until both are saved***(3)
(1) Page 36, Yol .!  
(3) " S8 " .1.
84.
But aalvation la not» yet. Aprile diea, and 
Paraoelaua is left* to continue bis queat alone. 
The sudden revelation, tiaougn.it is not without its 
effect, doea not transform Paraoelaua into an 
Aprile. He realiaes now that he will naver 
attain hi a end unless he oalls love to hi a as 3 1 star. 03,
but ha ia not the man to feed on love and beauty
9 
for their own sake; thej- are atill merely meana to
an end- and that end ia atill knowledge.
In oonaequenoe, the rest of hia life conaista 
of a oonatant aeriea of diailluaionmenta and a 
ateady deterioration of his high aim.. Sot till ha 
lies on hie deathbed, ia the reason of his failure 
revealed in full to hia apirit. Then, at length* 
all ia made clear, and in hia laat wonderful speeoli- 
whereln it seams apparent that Browning himaelf is
aurely apeaking within hlmr- he oonfeases -
" One Sin -
36 
Had spotted niy career fro;; its uprise,
*
I saw Aprile..............
I learned my own desp error; love's undoing
Taught me the work of love in man's estate,
And what proportion love should bold with power
In his right constitution; love preceding
Power, and with much power, always muoh more love;..
Regard me, and the poet dead long ago
Who onoe loved rashly? and shape forth a third,
And better -tempered spirit, wara3d by both* " (1)
God's power manifested in love and 
knowledge is sat forth in plain terms as the 
principle which malses for unity in the world* 
It would seem from the closing lines of   Paraoaflaua. 
that love a»d Imowladge were two equally valuable 
halves in one complete whole. But though this is 
undoubtedly what the poet meant to teach here,that 
he does not, in his hsart, really believe them to
**
be quite of equal value, is hinted from time to time
(1) Pages 71- 73 Vol. 1.
26. 
in the poem itself, in such lines as -
........ .. all love render's wise
In its degree; ....." (1) or again,
w God! Uhou art Love! I build my faith on thatf" t 3 )
Tn thus identifying God with Love rather than with 
Knowledge, and intimating t&at Liove carries Knowledge 
along with it. Browning was taking the first step 
towards the development in his later years, of an
 
agnosticism which made his very optimism self-
ory.
-oontradictdttjp. For the theory of t^ae failure 
of ^knowledge , which he carae afterwards to adopt- p
 haps too easily following, popular thought- was 
fundamentally inconsistent with hia atrong conviction 
that " all*s ir/gjbt with the world" and that mankind 
is progressing through ever &igha» moral planes.
1& j^raQeftma the poet is thus nearer to the 
expression of a consistent philoaopUy than in the 
worlc of his latest years.
48 Vo l
ei » .1.
27
Sordella* published five years later,may be
regarded from the aspect* of philosophy aa more or less
*
a replica of the earlier poem; though already a tendency 
is shown to attach supreme value to love and consequently 
to give loiowledge a seoond place at best.
Pj-ppaFasaaa>, Brooming 1 a next considerable 
poeia might be described aa a drai^auic representation of 
th3 various emotions to which the word 'love* is loosely 
applied - from the hectic ^assion of Ottima, through 
the patriotism of Lulgi to Pippas lova of humanity and 
finally of God.
Pippa *.'oulci be each of the lovers in turn  
-" the happiest four in Aaolo." -'irst she would be 
Ottima; but turns from the dishonesty of the latter*s 
love to the supposed maiden purity of Ph3ne» Then 
remembering that earthly love is transient,aha
fain be Luigi. " aaTe aa in a chain" in his mother's 
protective tenderness* But even that ia not perfect,
38
There is a " Beat love of all"- the love of God. 
"o she t?tll be Uonalgnor rt that holy and belov3d
priest***.
The Tour detached 3002:93 v^ith their disclosures 
of tho wrong and evil lurking, within these fair^aeeniing ;: 
shows, olearly prove Pippa in her pure love of God and 
Humanity 'infinitely far above the others in spite of 
her ignorance and simplicity.
The dramas of the next few yeaz-a continue the same 
theme* Such a creation as Guendolea in -the fflot on the 
ig"the incarnation of high  hearted feminine
oommonsense* of clear insight into the truth of things, 
born of the power of® love in her," (1) while
Birthday is just another atory of the supremacy of
 
love; Colombo hsr^olf trusting in love as the one worthy 
thing in the world to bring her out of the %?hirlpool 
of affairs and love unahipwreo^ed and unstained*
,In Christmas ~ Eva and lifoa-bar ...Qay..^... published
(1)-
Stopford Broolce. Page 333.
29.
In 1860, Brovming re-turns once more to the abstract 
discussion of the theory of the supremaoy of love 
over lojowledge. It. ia "too long and abstract a poem "bo 
dlaouaa hare in any detail; out since its subjQOt t>eara 
closely on the main theme of this essay it must not toe 
passed over entirely without comment,
, 
In Chrlg1>piaa IXre t^?o types of Christianity 
differing -widely rroni each other are set forth. 
First, there is the sordid vulgarity of Zion GHapel, 
with its atmosphere of wot umorellaa, poverty and 
stepidity, Then the scene ia changed to S1i» Peter's 
ROKLG, where v.rorship is «ie»^4 clothed in sensuous 
beauty.
These Iswo typos, so different in outwaard form 
are both satisfactory in ao far a^s they show forth 
love and faith, neither type sets out t»o satisfy the 
intellect? that is done in t&e lecture room of a 
rationalistic German professor, who acts forth a
30.
Christianity bereft of faith and devoid of love but 
eminently reasonable and logical,
The dissenter poisons the atmosphere of
religion with vulgarity, the Papist with ceremony and @)
i 
incense. But the Rationalist simply exhausts its
atmosphere, leaving no air for poison or anything else.
He denies the divinity of Christ yet
acknowledges that He possessed a marvellous power over 
the world. "What then constituted that power? Was 
it his intellect? TTo! for he only repeated what others 
had already taught. Was it its goodness? Surely not! for 
how can the mere possession of goodness warrant a claim 
to world-dominion?
What distinguished Christ was that he could 
furnish a motive for practising what was already known. 
This was the God-function in him. He did not say "Believe 
in Justice,Truth etc:- but "Believe in Me" and men 
did believe in Him.
Thus the lecturer's position is absurd.
31.
He disrobes Christ of all that constitutes His title 
to r verence ana admiration, arid t&^r)~b.lda us prefer
him to &11 other teachers*
.»'
The secret presence bf Christ's love is 
manifested, even hare.
*If love's dead there, 'it has left a ghost***
For when The Paarl of Price, at reason's test* 
Lay dust and ashes levigable 
On the pr©fe»s0r*s lecture table- .... 
£3 bids us when we l^ast expect it 
Talca fcaclt our faith* if it be not just whole* 
Yet a pearl indeed. «... 
Go home and venerate the ifyttu ... * 
This JQasi continue to adore him1*
18 >
Only the latter half of Easter l^y has any 
considerable bearing on the question of love and its 
suprsiaaoy* The speaker has a vision of the Judgment* 
He has already made His choice of what he regards as the 
bast thing in life. He has otooaen the world, because it
30.
Christianity bereft of faith and devoid of love but * 
eminently reasonable and logical,
The dissenter poisons the atmosphere of
religion with vulgarity, the Papist with ceremony and g5S)
i 
incense. But the Rationalist simply exhausts its
atmosphere, leaving no air for poison or anything else.
He denies the divinity of Christ yet
acknowledges that He possessed a marvellous power over 
the world. "What then constituted that power? Was 
it his intellect? No! for he only repeated what others 
had already taught. Was it its goodness? Surely not! for 
how can the mere possession of goodness warrant a claim 
to world-dominion?
What distinguished Christ was that he could 
furnish a motive for practising what was already loaown. 
This was the God-function in him. He did not say "Believe 
in Justice,Truth etc:- but "Believe in Me" and men 
did believe in Him.
Thus the lecturer's position is absurd.
31.
He disrobes Christ of all that constitutes His title 
to r verence an:i admiration, arid trh*n~iaid» us prefer 
him to all other teachers*
/'
The secret presence of Christ's love is 
however manifested even hei-e.
*If love's dead there, it has left a ghost* **
* For when Tl3® Paarl of Price, at reason's teat, 
Lay dust and ashes levigable 
On the professor's lso1»ur® table* .... 
His bids us v^hen we l^ast expeot it 
0?alce ba«lc our faith, if it D© not just whole, 
Yet a pew! indeed. .... 
<5o home and ven3rate the -iyth. .... 
This *^an oontinu© to adore him**
Only the latter half of Saster D^y has any 
considerable bearing on tl*© question of love and its 
ropreoaay* The speaker has a vision of th© Jud^3a.ent» 
He has already made his «hoioe of what he regards as th© 
bast thing in life. He has ahosen th© world, because it
33. 
is so beautiful, so nefxrytlaat iia fa® la iis simply cannot
appearing to hie in a vision replisa-
* Tfcis finite life, thou iiust 
In diabolief of God* a OTTD vrord, 
Heaven and to Infinity*
art ahut
rtLz,
Oat of AI~eav3n @f spirit; glut
sense upon td&0 world: 'tis t&in0 
3ver — tafes it! **
Stasissa ^
But aarth is tfe© msr© autioiisaaber to G®<l*s palaoe
Tlmt thsx-e -are. some def icisnoies iu Katura is
plain. So tb»-man ^ill turn to Art> wiiioh is tta® 
pe^fenter of' Hatta*® - only to find that drt ia not&ing 
but aan imperfect atteiopfe to «xpp®-ss some'tiiing plainly
s$
a&adow of a x^ality beyond^ 
las garaspa Mind - *» iiind is i>3atw 
out onoe again * Ttoe goal's a ruin like t&© rsstt **
Then in dospair ho criea*-
" I 1st. the world go, esna take .love I"
w Love is the beat? ** says the Form with 
menacing gesture,**"^ xi -would hav® what haa always 
aibove, be«id©» and aro^oiKi ;v0u!~ <Stoat> has been
t#o ble^3 you^ but whst y$u have been peraiat»ent»ly
or ignoring! Staatscl by yiur ohoioe an.d 
tafee t»h© show of love for it^a reaJLitQF-*- Bsjesrt Christi-
-tha very soul of love for it*9 tiare shows! w
Cowering in utitar hun.ilitiy* tih8 man
his
Loir® of God I .... 
all t»h® earth a wilderness 
Only let* me go ou» go os» 
Still hoping ever' and anon
ic^ach one ©v© the Better Lacd! w
Stanza
For the above analysis oT ChriBtmas^l^a and .Eaa-ter 
oonaiderafely indebted to the marginal notes ma4.e by the late 
Professor Ghurton Coll ins in the cmpy of P^-'a p^^m^ now in the 
University library, Edsromd Sti»Bf hajn»
OEAPTEB 111
Importance of love proolaasd in firsts aed last poems
of Uep fBifl WfrfflyaPr- tragic results of disrefeardiEg love— 
previously -treated in Dyamafrio Lyff3,.OJfo- subsequently - 
in
of lov© -fco raere reapeottabilitiy ( ^@a iyft<yfrftb 1 1 ity*- A L 
Wonaaa
poem of
tiie not>© c^t tM absolute
supremacy of love over everything els© in life, including
A. grefct city with, its temples and oolonnadGS, its
.bridges, aqueducts'* - all moBuments of tlie 
Intelleoli of maa of a former age- tiaa givsQ place t*o a 
solitary pasture. Over tiie grandetir of a by^-gon® age is 
a oeorpttt of grass w&are tto skeep*»tinl£l© feoEaward 
the twilight." * A tow@r whicH in anoient days 
sprang sublime" has left but a singl© little turret to 
witnaas its former magnifloance; and ©van that ia
55. 
By the caper overrooted, by the gourd
Moreover*- and it in this winch emphaaiaes the contrast -
- ID that very turret,
w -hanoe the charioteers caught soul 
For the goal, w
wa girl with ©ag©r eyes and yellow hair** 13 waiting
for the lover who in a moment will greet &©r% As they 
tbe oeBturias wit& t&elr " Tolly, noise and sin1* become 
as if tfeey had saever l>@en* Tjaa only reality of life 
is love; a2idwl*ove is best!**
Though it imist be conceded that Brooming is not in 
this poem speaking in the first person, there can be littife 
doubt that he is heartily in sympathy with the sentiment
4.
hare expressed* For at the time of the composition of 
Man and Wot^^ -the poet's private life was ©an acted 
sermon on the doctrine here set forth.
It would b© irrelevant to describe here the life 
of the Brown ingf«' in Italy, f amil/ar as the tale of it is
 
to us all. It is sufficient*, merely to suggest that therr
almost oerfeob union* in its subordination of everything 
to love, arrply proves that the philosophical doctrine 
set forth so fro- uently ^d convincingly in his ^oems, hsd 
its root in the de3pest springs of the posts own personal 
experience.
Browning, as no reader of -* Louse* could doubt, 
was of all poets most averse from proclaiming on the house-
-tops tiie -inner secrets of ins private life. A r.:an,he
believed,
"Boasts tvro soul-'ild33,or/';- to face the world with
One to show a woman --non he lovaa her" (1) 
Nevertheless, though we must look i:.' vain for numerous 
references in his poems to his own personal love, the few
 which -we do meet burn with so arJ.3nt and pure a flame of 
spiritual passion, as to she:1 or? his arar.iatxc "ove ^oenis 
a reflected glow of their own warm sincsrity,
It is surely no mere coincidence that the volume 
which begins -^ith * Love among the E.TJ,^a w concludes 
v/ith One Word Uor-e
(1) One Vi'ord ,ioro.
37.
this Ibumbrous and elaphantine yet. wondsr- 
A,
 fully tender poem Browning dedicates the work of his 
brain - his ** Fifty men and Women*' to the love of his 
heart. Boldly too, he proclaims, that to the feet of the 
woman he loves a man nrust bring th© noblest underatand*- 
~ing» Knowledge and art wait upon love. Evesy artist
longs  * to find his love a language
Fit and fair and simple and sufficient*- . ... 
Doea he paint? he fain would write a poern,- 
Does he write? he fain would paint a picture, 
Put to proof art alien to the artists^ 
Once, and only once, and for ftoe only***
But it has not been granted to Browning himself in 
this one short lif 3 to excel IB more than one branch of 
arts he can only offer her the gift of poetry* 
In other lives he may perhaps attain to other heights. But 
whatever he achieves now or hereafter, he would lay at 
the feet of his trifes they are hers by virtue of his 
love for
(1) C. Colllns* Broking's Poems Vol.v. (..iar^inal note)
58.
Tims Men and Women begins and ends vrith. the thought 
that, love is supreme in this life, and that, the boat 
gifts of Imowledge are of use only in so far as Uw3y 
aro capable of being put to her 33rvioe, A li*3 spent 
in the pursuit of "^nowlodge, art, or power, for their 
own salsa is a Iif3 wasted.
This thought was already a favourite one of Brown i% 
It had formed the theme of several of "toa Dyamat^ .......
rof 1850.
The lover of Cjtfrlstina icnows that
"There are flashes  * struck from midnights . 
There are fire-flames noondays kindle, 
Whereby piled-up honours -p Brian, 
Whereoy swoln ambitions dwindle, 
While just this or that poor impulse, 
Whieh for once had play unstiflsd,
Seems the sols v-orl; of a lire-tin.©(1)
That away the rest have trifled."
Of all theseMpoor impulses" the supreme is the one which. 
urges a man or woman to malte life just a "love way1* (2)
(1) Dramatic Romances and I»yrios~ Oriatina.(2) Ibid. ——————•
is iiDulB* had cow IP CrlfltoMF and she had
aside:
"*.....«.. next moment,
Trie world's honours, in doriaion, ( * ) 
Trampled out* the light for sver: "
s :rrt .o. ;„,_>.• i.-o Ih.ioh.Q9a » , Browning had shown thi
other side or the picture,
The little Duchess, aflame -,'<ith youthful fire of spirit,
stifled in an atmosphere of wealth and display suddenly
realises, on the advent of the gipsy, that she ia wasting 
the precious ^eara of life; that love is tJae only good thin 
ir» the world; and that aho will never have j-ower to atir 
the Dulre and his dry old mother to aithsr love or life.
So, gladly she tsfees the al'jBp froEi which 
Grist ina drevr "baclc in fear - that step vrhich shall Is ad 
her to these things; and her whole nature suddenly blossom^
into beauty and joy.
(8)
>%&&• Loafr jli^ad^r _ may also be rotmxlod as a
variation of the same theme.
(1) CRl<5TiWA (i) DRAMATIC ; >-
40.
One of the great* aoula of the world, whose life might 
have been " a -treading of -the love way** in a still 
wider and nobler sense, ii f 3 bartered His soul for 
»a handful of silver" and " a riband to stick in
his ooat"«
The pity of such. wasted lives seoins
to have been a constant source of sorrow to Browning } 
and pervades his poetry, lilse -the haunting -theme of
\
one of Wagner's great operas. Not only is it 
conspicuous in the 1850 Volumef and the oiiief theme 
n-f )4ep grnft Wo^non.- but it reappears again and again
in firamatift yaraonaa and still later worlsrs.
(1)
For what ia yout^i ^4-4y-- but the tale
of another pair of lives spoiled for just t&e same
reason?
It might have been ,once only*1
ramattia
41.
Two young soul 6 had their chance of lov@ and rex use a
•
it.. They were both too busy growing famous and 
rich. What* is the rascal* ? The girl
w I've married a rich old lord, 
And you're dubbed imight and E.A. "
Each life unfulfilled you see;
It» tiangs at»ill, pat»oJ3^ and scrappy:
We iiave notr sigiaed d9ep»!augfaad free,
S-tarved, feasted, despaired,- be 3n happy.
And nobody calls you a dunce 
/&).d peepl© suppose me clever: ' 
Tfcis ooiiid but ftave happened once 
we missed it, lost it for ever."
(1)
In. w D.iju. ,Al_itey -Vni3iilffi-. .". ,-.d-.. also, tise tiieme is
treated with slight variations. On 02 again t&e 
«-er is a woman; ones again the person addressed 
is an old lover; once again they have both gone 
their several ways and attained at least worldly 
comfort.
(1) Dramatja Persona®.
42.
The pair have met. once more after "ten years,
 Ten years ago ahe had been " a poor pretty thoughtful 
thing/ with faculties all alive, eager for everything
good ani beautiful.* He had at that time been a
  
man ripe in experience, great in achievement,out with
youth past; already on the downhill of life. As
they had strolled along by the shore the thought had e
crossed hia mind,
ft..t«kst ma got
Her for isysslf and what's the earth 
With all its art^verae, music,worth- 
Compared witn love,found, gained,and kept? w
But worldly prudence had intervened, and he had 
forsein the probable oonsec.uonoes of such a reckless 
act. May and September would never be able to agree.
Then he had imagined herrprobable disillusionment and
its 
his own* So, bringing ttoe oonversatiop into safer
A
channels of the view and the weather, he had bidden 
her lgoodbyei
43.
As the vroman looked back over th© yoars mho saw 
that the mssn for all his worldly prudence iiad been but 
a fool# Love bad called, and he toad closed his eyes 
to her voice, Doubtless ir they had married,their 
happiness would have only been partial; but they 
would have at least beg.uB on earth a thing wiilob 
they sii^ptfc havs completed in Hsavsn* ^^a It was, to® 
Devil must be gloating; for hsr old lovar had oaat 
aside her lov®, to marry a dancer whom now ha regard 
 
-ad with contemptuous ind^fferanoa; and as for herself-
<*
youthful idaals war3 ^ast oeing cruahsd out of a 
life joined in carriage with a 'commonplace husband, 
"hose idea of enjoyment was confined to such stolid 
pleasures as a rubber at whist.
But let us return to Men and Woipqq^ ln t»he 
Statue and tj^ jS"-^ ,i s^ atorj is told of a bride \Viio 
falls in love  on the V9iy day of her wedding,with a man 
other than tier husband*
H lie looked at her aa a lover can;
She looked at him aa one who aw ..-ice a,-
44 
past was asleop and her life began."
Or rather, it might have begun I For, instead of flying 
with eaohf>ther, M Next day passed and next day yat,M 
and neither took an steps towards the fruition of 
the d 3 sire born at that moment*
grew r.onths, years- gleaai by gleam 
The glory dropped from youth and love**
Until death came and found them still apart* and 
after death the poet conceives their sould as being 
denied entrance into the presence of God, in punishment 
for their sin.
.............. ** But dela?; was best,
For their end was a crime !*.........
So Browning forestalled -what he laaew the readers of iiis 
day would cry, in tomes of reproaahJTul expostulation.
Then he straightway prooeaded to ahe>cfe their 
sensibilities still more violently; by explaining why 
the oonduot of these two ^ras sinful.
45. 
w Let* a man contend to the uttermost
For tils life's sat prize, be *toat it will!
The counter our 1 overs stalead was lost
As surely as if it were lawful coin:
And the sin I impute to each frustrate ghost
Was the unlit lamp and the ungirt loin, 
Though the end in sight was a crime, I say."
Many very worthy people have taken up the cudgels on the post's 
behalf, striving to justify these last words. They all strongly 
3tnphasise*that it was only tha delay that he blamed; and they 
apparently consider that tie made the end in sight a crime 
marely to emphasise the fact that procrastination cannot be 
justified even in circumstances such as these.
It is perfectly true that to a man of Browning*s robust 
enargy and will power, procrastination was peculiarly distaste  
 ful: but In this particular case I cannot but f03l that ha 
considered the fault was intensified into an actual crime because 
it was love that was being played with*
That Browning was, in general, a strong upholder of tha 
marriage laws, cannot be doubtad, but that he thought they must 
admit of no relaxation in any circumstances is jerhaps open 
to question.
46.
It is, notable tiiat he does not sa^6n his own 
behalf that in this case the ond was a or line. Vflaat he 
says is that his readers trill thlnlc ao, and that aupposjnjz; 
it is a crime, the fault was not alleviated in the least. 
That is to say, /Jthe deliberately avoids the expression 
of his ounopinion as to the morality of their action* 
'There is too, something very suggestive of contempt 
in the phrase * vou ^ff -fcftft virtue " with which tie 
apostrophises his imagined critics.
Perhaps had he been writing in the opening ysars 
of the X5e*:-:J:i. eentury instead of the middle of the £&'**>_.., 
he might have been still more outspoken, Ee was ahead of 
age in so many respects, that it would not be in the leadt
•.
imagine hia partaking of the independence of 
Bought of a Wells or Galsworthy,
The juxtaposition of The Staiaie and -the Bust 
to gftapQgfcabllltiy and a Light Wpmpn, j.ft_«ign<fi^m-h_ 
Thd three poeimi form a closely Isnit trio, with a thought
<xU
common to eaafc* Together they claim that even the love
47. 
arising from mere sex attraction, -*hQu.#x illegal and
unsancticmed by conventional society/ has a
positive value and must not lightly toe sat aside or scorned.
In ^^pg/yf^hilt'by ws have two points of view 
put forward. One the one side tilers is the formal lam of 
the Philistine ^orld, the plighted troth, the long weary
<«
waiting- and symbolical of it all the glove and the 
frigid greeting of two eminent statesmen. On tiae other 
hand, are two human belnga united by no bond but that of 
mutual attraction! pulsating with the joy of youth and 
love; eager for tfca warmth of Parisian Bohemian life and 
contemptuous of the restrictions of mere respectability.
It is true that the poem is dramatic in form.But 
its very existence proves that Brewnlxig was ready to admit 
that sush outsiders have a right to their point of view; 
and the gusto with which the lines are written hints at 
a certain sympathy in the heart of the poet himself , if 
not with the& Independence of action, at least with 
theftr . * Joie- de-
48.
The central poem of this little trio treats ofixlove, 
not necessarily lawless in itself, but springing in the , : eart 
of a woman outside the pale of respect/ability. ?he speaker 
of the poem has used his powers of attraction GO divert 
the attention of this r -or:. an, from his frienowho vras wrapped 
in her toils, towards himself. The conseiiusnces have 
unexpected and disconcerting; Tor his friend, so far
from being duly grateful for hia interference now 
at him askance as a treacherous interloper; while the 
foaling which ha has aroused in tli3 woman is far deeper and 
purer than he Had anticipated.
As. he surveys his handiwork ii-3 begins to wisii that 
he h?l not so lightheartedly interfered^ eaid to realise that -
" Tia an awlcwerd thing to play with souls"
He doag not want the woman's love, but since he has delioar- 
-ately aroused it for hia own purposes, iio cannot* blind 
himself to nia responslovllty; and he asks iiimseif uneasily 
whether he dare oast it aside.
At this point Browning laavea the story; and as r-3
49
read his final words we are forced to wonder what we
« 
ourselves would do IT placed in the same circumstances; and iC
we are honest* with ourselves we must 393 that the responsi- 
bility here ia no light* one, and that, lovs  3von such 
love as this- is in its very essence a vital force bearing 
with it untold consequences.
The dramatic nature of these three poems prohibits 
our regarding them with an^6ertainty, as exprssaions of the 
poet's own point of viaw. But w® may at least be permitted 
to draw from them one ©r two general conoluaiona, ( already 
suggested)j- that love in any form, and derived from an* 
souro©, is a fundamental and vital force which is apt to 
overleap the bounds of convention simply because it is too 
big to be held therein; and that the human being in whose 
heart it spring®» or who arouses it in the heart of 
another has a grave reasonslbilit.y to bear*
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CHAPTER iv _ _
Supreme importance of love - testimony of Browning 
Himself (*By the fire aids* and *" One Word liore .* ) - love 
stronger than death ( ffvelyn Iio-pe ** Love in a Life * 
* Life iri a love # *~ In a Balcony *\- A last Ride1~- . -   .TT.-._-..TTI..-. 
-y  
) - esasntial oliaraotc-ristios of true love 
One tra
It is essential to realise tiiat Browning at 
this period of liia career, great as were his intellectual 
and poetical powers, preferred to consider himself a lover 
ir the first place.
In By ths Fireside, using words which from 
their context can b@ addressed to nobody but his wife, he
says
M So grew roy own small life complete 
As nature obtained her best of me- 
One born to love you,sweetl ............
So the earth has gained by one man more,
And the gain of earth must be Heaven's gain too."
It is manhood earned not by poetic achievement, nor by 
intellectual progress, but by the mere faot of love. It 
is love, as he saya hare, which kindles toe divine spark-
s
til® soul  in man. If therefore tliat soul is immortal, the 
purpose of its immortality rrust be for higher and ever 
higher heights of love. All other powers are to bs 
subordinated- to this ons great ambition. Browning as he 
says in On® Word More hopes to vriden his intellectual 
powers in other lives 5 but only so that ha may offer the 
fruits on the altar of love.
This idea is set forth in dramatio form in
Death has snatched Evelyn Hope from all possibility
of earthly love. But the man who loves her has no thought 
of despair, Evidently his love was not perfect anough. 
fhe remainder of his life must be spont in rendering it 
more spiritual- " Much is to learn and much to forget ." 
He ohearfully faces the possibility of a Iong~continu9d pro- 
-cess of probation and purgation, "until at length purif iad
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all tain-^f the fleah, his lovo shall imerge 
perfect and he shall attain his desire.
Hsre,again , Browning hints at th^ relative 
insufficiency of Imowledge. In his future lives 
the lover may have M ransacked the ages, spoiled 
the olimea,*1 out still hia soul will remain unsatis- 
fied. Only with the attainment of a -arfect love* 
trill knowledge also be completed. Then, and only 
then, be will 1<now things at which, he can now but 
dimly guess*
tt But the time will come, - at last it will.
When,Evelyn Hope,-hat meant,! shall a ay,
In the lower earth, in the years long atill,
That body and soul ao pure and gay?
Why your hair was of amber, I shall aivine,
And your mouth of your own geranium's red -
And what you would do with me, in fine,
In the new life some in the old one's stead."
In several of the Mi£enand Women" poses Browning &iv3s 
us a lover wfcoso love is his whole life; whila in one, 
at leaat, thers is depicted a man who wearies in the v
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quest*.
In *Trtyv? in a iif a  * a lover is aeaking ilia siatre
through -the rooms of the houae they both inhabit.
From time to time* tie catchaa the flutter of her
dreaa, aa her retreating form vanishea through the door-
-way. All day he haa been aee&ing her, and now twi 
-light is approaching, and hia aearch ia not yet done: 
there are atill many more hiding places to explore. 
Hia courage fails with the failing light* Hired and 
dispirited, he ia beginning to doubt if the effort ia 
worth while, and if auo^sas will ever oronn hia laboulj^
The lover o£ Evelyn Hope would iiave much 
more excuse for despair than his faint - hearted 
brother, but despair ia the laat thing to enter hia 
mind* Although Evelyn Hope liea dead, - although 
in this life he haa been almost a stranger to her; 
yet he trusts that w God made the love to reward 
the love." Ke can therefore wait serenely for their 
ultimate union, however distant it may be.
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The word "Despair ' is not to be found in the 
dictionary of true love* So Brotming, as his life's 
romance suggasts, strongly beliaved. Suoh too is the 
opinion of the lover in Life ^.n a Love,- K3 Icnows 
that ha is destined to spend his whole life in the
quest. Ee realises too, that the end on earth, will
in all probability be failure. But ^hat does that matter ?
"It is but to l-ceap the narvss at strain, 
To dry one's eyes and laugh at a fall, 
.And baffled, get up to begin again, - 
So the ohaae tafees up one's life, that's all."
"that's a^l- M In these words lies the &sy to the
whole meaning of the poem. Ihat the whole of one's
life bo spent in the ohase is but a small matter.
\
The ultimate union of two sould is very well worth
<•# 
living and dying for.
Standing side by side as they do, these two 
little poems form a sort of allegory.
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3?he many - roomed houaemay be likened to the world 
rrith its numerous and varying acenea. In all the 
jranifold circumstances o±' this life we 393*1 for that 
soul - union which is called love. Some-times we think: 
w^ hav3 caught it. - tout as we try to graap it, it r^> 
gone. Sotce of ua at last grow weary. Vvi iiavs r^aohod 
out oiir hand to graap it so irany timea, and every tin a
• 
s*
 we Jas.v-9 begn tricked   until in t&e end wa daapair; 
and in our old age, grown bitter, ^e aay to ourselves 
that there is no auoh tiling aa love in the world. But 
there are a few who would rather die than confeaa aven 
in the depths of their own spirit that love is non 
-existent. Suoh as these go on to the last minute of 
life, undismayed by failure trusting in apite or all 
to the ultimate success of their quest. 'For them, 
however love hides her face, she is there and must be 
sought. Suoh exuberant hopefulness is aninently
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characteristic of the poet's ovm brave- indomitable spirit.
One feela that such a man aa ha vho ia depicted in
141*9. In a ,Lqwa was very dear to Browning's soul*
Equally strongly must have appealed to him the 
type of man who ia the hero of that poem of joyous 
anticipation ** In ttar^Q dava^* To ^tim ths sigiit of his
iristreas ia wortti all tHa roat of iieavau. and earth; *tollo/
the prospect of tJteir re - union is a o&arrn to oast, out 
fear,
....." If a fear be born 
ninute,it dies out in
2Jo-?r&er©, in tiiis voluiLe is ths supremaoy of love 
aet forth so vividly, aa -in that tantalising |aqa^*- aot
drama In a Baloony.n. T-he three actors or 'the soene
aro all witnssses of ita conquering power, lloro^rt, in the
 
opening lines ; would throw prudence to the T, rinds. -
MA man can havs tout one lif v and one death, 
Ona heaven»one hell. Let me fulfil my fate- "
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L3t Constance grant* him now -the heaven he aeelcs, 
- -bo prove her his * just Tor one moment^1" 
he proclaims
" then die away ,
God please, v.=ith completion in" hia ** soul "
The vordfl foroioly remind us of that earlier dramatic 
fragment - %n the gondola, in which the lover, atabbed 
in the baolc as he clasps his mistreas t-o his heart*, rises 
gloriously superior to the mere fact of death* Hia only 
".are is lest the blood, oozing from his deadly wound, may 
a oil the flowing hair of the woman bending above him in 
horrified pity. To the death fast coming upon him,he 
is infinitely lndiff-3ro;-:t. What matters death if one has 
really lived, - aven for a moment! The "ThreaM who 
have plotted and encompassed his murder he pities, -"because 
they n=5ver lived ** - but.j3& has lived indeed, and so can 
also die*
So Herbert too finds in love hia life's chief 
good* When he first saw the face of Constance a year ago,
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he decided that there was
* ...........   .*? no use is life
But just to obtain her."
Ee would 'OQOOTL-J a IPerdinand willing to do menial 
offices to win his Miranda, - a Jaooto to serve seven 
ysars for hi3 Rachel - nagr more } with rec&less hyper  
-bole* ho 3r/ears that he could bj-^r all earth's woes 
heaped toy.3th-3r or
- ** i,';.a"''.'j a pllj or all sarth's joy's 
A»d spurn th®m» as th'^ help or help not. thiaj 
Only, ootatn her! *f
Surely, tfaereforo, a year's sarvioe to ths %i@an» her
cousin-wa?? a rners trifl® if it oarrisd with it the 
>
ho;-3 of fruition in the end* work: done, as it usually 
is, for the salte of fams- or power or expediency, is 
successful in its degre*. But the noblestr worls: of 
life is performed at the instigation of love. Has ha
himself done worthy worls: during that year of probation?
«
" - ba love's the pi-aise! **
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How, ho would proclaim himself to the Quesn as the 
lover of Con stance 1 and then lat the world sse the 
work that ahoulcl apring from such a motive* liow he 
would blazon forth his love -fco t»iie world srad boast 
himgolf proadly, as Ero-tning Jiimaelf did, a lover 
above all -things.
But> CoiiBtarice will not- &ave i"t so* Suoii 
a declaration v»oiild be ratal -fco their jaopes. So, 
instructed oy tier, he gives tfcte Queen a garbled acoount> 
or iiia Dealings, -protQating tin^b lie wisjaas 1/o marry 
ConatemcQ jn3x*ely because s&s is tilsa " reflex w of 
tiie ^een^waoiisrgelf is already
Tla© middle— aged Q,usen, wfcusse stfarved iieart 
has aean brought* 'feo aiidden life by Horbert*s 
bears as noble a witosss to the power of lov© in a 
woman's heart, aa ha haa of its power in that or a 
man. Love has awsflsaned &erjwa amll® of God " has
.
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changed the world, and in her own new womanhood she 
uttefti words whioh echo continually through Browning's 
poetry.
** There Is no good of life tout love - out love! 
What alse looks good, ia some shade flung from love- 
Love gilds it, gives it worth?**
( 374- 6) 
As she has borne witness to the value or love,so also
she echoes Horbert*s reflection on the quality of 
performed under its sway-
".»... 'Oh, never work
T^3 his was done for word's ignoble sake- 
It must have finer aims to spur it on!
i>
I felt, I saw, he loved - loved somebody!
( 456- 7 )
Like Herbert too, she is prepared to sacrifice every- 
-thing to love. Believing herself to have won his 
affection, she advised Constance, with unconscious
irony, to act as she is doing*
** Love him, like me! give all awagr to him; 
Think never of yourself \ throw by your pride,
fear, - your own good as you saw it once* 
love him simply for his vary self. 
Remember, I ( and what am I to you!)
Would give up all for one,leave throne,loso life,
Do all but Just unlove him! he loves me "
( 674 - 680 ) 
ITor aro har words unavailing, 0?he power which has
urgei her to utter them has be-on wording also in 
-the breast of Constance, She, too, can sacrifice 
herself; and swiftly determining that the poor 
loveless woman, to whom she owes so much, shall not 
be disillusioned, she replies to the ^ Quean's last 
words, ** H® shall; " and from this moment she 
fsyfttilfully tries to malce good hsr words.
With oonsiderabla. hesitation I have ventured to 
disagree on this point with 30 distinguished a critic 
as Stopford Broolse> who regards lealouay as the root 
of the subsequent action of Constance, wj&lle at the 
sane time finding even that^a scarcely adequate explan- 
 ation of her conduct, Ee seams to me to have rejeot- 
-ed the obvious motive with insufficient reason, for
one which does not satisfy aven himself. 
( Vide page 341 - 3 5. Brooke.)
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Tha Qaeen goes out, and Herbert enters. But 
littlft time Is granted to Constance to mature her 
planj for just at the moment when she and Herbert are 
mingled in what the girl at least intends as a last 
kiss of renunciation, her mistress returns. Her 
hurried explanation of the caress, as a kiss bestowed 
upon a confidant who has proved useful, in recompense 
for past services, is met by the outraged Queen with 
stern silence, and by the mystified Herbert with 
incredulous astonishment. His simple integrity is 
incapable of following the subtle workings of Constance's
mind »
As s&e oonl>lauea hurriedly and almost incoherent-
io
-ly she continuesAexplaini»g her action, his bewilder-
-ed brain finally decides that she is jesting; and feel 
-ing that the Jest is not in the best of taste, he 
turns to the Queen and demands his regard* The poor 
woman, misunderstanding his meaning, declares her love 
for him; but Herbert calmly puts it aside and declares
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his passion Tor her cousin*
Constance sees in his bold words the wreckage
  
*
of her plans and stammers that it is aha herself who 
set tho test* Whereupon Herbert in hurt and astonish-
-ed indignation, blushing rod at the implied insult, 
replies in words which reveal Bro-sming-S-s mastery of a 
dramatic situation - words tingling with pain and bitteru-
-R3SS. But, because his love is strong enough to bear 
any insult she may heap upon him, he finally flings 
himself and his love at her feet. At the last moment* 
the M iiorror that grows palpable n in the strained 
face and rigid figure of the ^uean, suddenly reveals 
to him that here is no jest - and with a flash of insight
loolcing from one to the other h© cries/
11 Constance -the world fades'only you stand there! 
You did not, in tonight's wild whirl of things, 
Sell me - your soul of souls, £or any price? 
Ho - no - ' it is easy to believe in you!
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Waa it your love's mad trial to o*ertop 
Mine by this vain self -sacrifice? well, still - 
Though I BHoul& curse, I love you, I am love 
.md cannot change i love's self ia at your fea
( 896 - 903 )
As the Queen* almost un-*iotioed, steals out of the room 
the lovers re  embrace. There io no need for explanation
The music outside ceases ^ but the ensuing silence is 
broken by the sound of heavy footsteps which halt at
the threshold of the door*
«» 
llorbert. w *tis the guard conies,
Constance w Itiss! H
The exact significance of the guard's approach 
has aroused considerable discussion, but all doubt is 
set at rest by the words of Browning hlmselfl, quoted
by Mrs Bronson ( Gorn4±],| $faptnttfiHtf^ 1903* page 16. ) T 
and mentioned by Sir F. G. Kenyon in his introduction
to the Cem-fcaneffy lEdltion of the poet's
Pages xxii. - xxiii, Vol: iv. ( Introduction)
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w One who sat near aim said it was a natural 
se&uenoe that the step or the guard should be heard 
coming to talce Korbert to his doom, as with a nature 
li>3 the Quean's who had loaown only one hour or joy in 
har sterile life, vengeance swift and terrible would 
follow on the sufiden destruction of her happiness."
* ITow I don't quite thinlc that," answered Browning, as
if he were following out the play as a spectator:*' 
"The Queen had a large and passionate temperament which 
had only once been touched and brought into intense
life. She would have died, as by a icnife in her heart.
t
 The guard would have come to carry away her dead body."
The non- committal - attitude of the poet 
himself togather with the variety of his readers' 
intarpjSretations suggests that even at the time of 
writing Browning had not decided the ultimate fate of 
Constance and Herbert; one would suggest that it also 
implies that he did not think that it really mattered
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vary Biuciu They have fulfilled their life, and even 
if deatfc comas upon them, it is of small consequence. 
They w are past harm now," Of one thing the present 
writer fails convinced,-that Browning had no intention 
of writing a tragedy here. The death of the lovers 
would not "be tragic. neither would tbat of the Q»e©n 
herself ( as the poet himself suggested) be a matter 
calling for either pity or terror. She too, has for 
one lapief moment loved* That she should die in 
consequence^matters little. Even though her lova is 
not returasd^ she too has fulfilled her toeing, aaii so 
**csB3 afford to die*.
Thus we have here set forth in dramatic f<uir> 
the constantly recurring them© of love t& the only ideal 
worth living for. Such a life, lived for love alone, 
is worth infinitely more than that of the artist and 
painter*noble as the worls of these may be.
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In the words of Herbert®    
n We live, and they experiment on life
TJaose poets, painters , all who stand aloof 
To overlook the farther. Let us be
The thing they loolt at!*
( 664-7 )
A picture which offers many points of comparison with 
above is presented in " A
The love in this oase is experienced only by the man; 
tout he like Herbert and Constance, is granted a moment's 
consummatie happiness - one last ride with his mistress - 
before what to him is a doom as heavy as the one they 
ray have to Suffer . For one day he is to be "deified" 
by being permitted to ride side by side with the women 
he loves. As they wasted not a moment with idle 
explanations, so he puts aside past hopes and does not
i
linger ** to strive with a life awry," but instead iEmerS 
-«es his whole being in the present Joy of intimate 
communion*
Failure, he argues, is the common fate of all
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itoiJallty. Ho. human hope ia eniiii'ely fulfilled in this 
world. If it were, what need of a heaveoa beyozjdl 
Moreover Ma lot* even in itfi disappointed hopes is far 
preferable to that of the onlookers of life, the poets, 
paiatsre, soulptora,and musicians, _2a lives, whilef
•ffi^F only experiment on life*
Only by quoting tlie linais in full oan it to© 
realised fully aow exaotly tha t&ougfc& suggeated by
is reproduced and amplified
" What does it all mean, p®w 
  i
Your brains beat into rfcytto — you tell 
Wjmt we felt only; you expressed 
You Hold tilings beautiful tiie best, -»
And paoe W&m in riiyBi© so, side by side* * Tia sotnetliing* nay "tia smioii - but then,
Have you yourself that's best for men? 
Are you — poor, ^idc, old ere your time - 
Nearer one whit your own sublime 
lhaas we who never have turned a rhyns? 
B ing, riding's a joy! For ma, I rids. w
**\nd,y0u» great sculptor - so you gave 
A score of years to art,h:r slave, 
And that*s your Venus - whence we'turn 
[q vondsr girl that fords the burnt i
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You acquiesce and shall I roplne? 
TArhat»msn of muaic,you, tyro^7n grey
With notes and nothirn, else to say, 
Is this your sole praise from a friend, 
•Greatly his opera's strains intend, 
"But in music we Isnow how fashions end I n 
I gave my youth - but we ride ? in fins."
Last E
Stanzas vil-vlli^
In the above lines Browning onaa more voices his profound 
conviction that love is infinitely superior to Imowladge. 
The artist may write or paint of the lova and joy of life 
but the man who feels the blood racing in his veins, who la 
permeated through and through with the .joy o£ life and love,
»
has the advantage in
The unsuccessful suitor in ^ ^aat ff4-de, 
has two companions in failure in the same volume; one -
 the heart the Queen leant* on,
thrilled in a minute erratic (1) 
Ere the true bosom she bent on n(3) 
and the other, that lover of Pauline whose whole life had oean
one long training in love, and who, when ths great moment
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arrived for him to spealc his pa«alon was able, though i jj^ 
-ion meant Hell to himself, to bow in meek humility and 
rejoice in the happiness of another*
These men are imbued with the same spirit as that 
which actuate a the spealcer in w The I*oat Mistress*" who. 
though his whole world has been turned to bitt-j mess can 
say*
** For each glance of that eye so bright and
Though I keep with, heart's endeavour*- 
Your voice, when you wish the aaow-dropa baok, 
Though it stay in my heart for ever! -
- Yet I will but say what more friends say.
Or only a thought stronger?
I will hold your hand but as long as all may,
Or so very little longwrt rt
In each of the above characters there are two qualities
  >
which stand out strongly,  humility, and its compl@magcrt»,patience- 
They eaoh have to content themselves with the mare crumbs 
of affection* But they do not complain* Instead, they rejoice 
in the fragments which fall to their lot, without an atom of 
envy towards the more fortunate man who shall succeed whero
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ther have failed.
Such love as this is alcin to the divine in its 
spirit of cheerful self-sacrifice and patient humility* It 
is love freed almost entirely from the physical element. 
The spiritualising and ennobling power of love is exhibited 
in almost countless waya by Brovaaing, He regards true love 
as an infinite giving which holds nothing bade* It was for
him " the quintessence of all goodness, the motive and inapir-
(1) 
-ing cause of every act in the world that is completely right.*
In all the succession of nameless lovers* which 
has passed before our eyes, can be seen dimly revealed the 
spirit which manifested itself in the Incarnation and 
Crucifixion of Go4 Himself in the person of Jesus Christ*
(1) Browning as a Philosophical Poet- Jones^page. 78.
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V.
Failures in love ( Andrea da 3. Sffryfap   O?WQ In tha Gar..pci.::,na...._ .
Wj.fe to any Husband   In a y^§f   Dlio Patriot )
In tike same volume* side by side with these numerous 
examples of the ennobling power of true love ,we have presented 
to us one or two examples of that worst perversion of tha bast - 
- lust - which instead of saelcing satisfaction in spending itself 
on another's good ^desires only to malce use of others to satisfy 
its own worst purposes.  which, instead of enriching its object 
degrades and ruins it.
A. man under the sway of imst will- not be content * as 
Evelyn Hope's lover to wait patiently for the consummation of 
his hopes in another world; he will not be ready, as the lover 
of Pauline, to give up his shara to another more worthy; he will 
not rast content in the decision of his mistress if it be adverse 
to him; -ha will not, as llorbert, mast death as a friend. On 
the contrary, he will clutch feverishly at those scraps of aarthly
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Happiness which may fall to his share; he will snatch e.roedily 
at tiiat which belongs to another; and above all with all his being, 
he will fear death, as shutting him off for ever from tha joys 
and pleasures of this life..
Suoh a man is represented to us in that beautiful but 
tragic poem " Andraa del Sart-Q-" *The faultless Painter^ Andraa, 
whose graat gifts might have won for him an immortal^r of fame, 
no longer paints for arVs sake only, but chiefly, so that he may 
earn enough gold whereby he may retain, if not the love of liis 
wife Lucrezia, at least her continued presence in the house.
He cannot blind himself to th3 fact that sho ifc a 
woman utterly unworthy of the love of any man;# b& is quite a^are 
that she is heartless, mercenary, and even unfaithful. Yet so 
intoxicated have his senses become by her physical beauty, that 
he wilfully shuts his eyes to these patent facts, and is ready 
to degrade even his noble art to her sertice - to paint pictures 
by the dozen, Just to win her tolerance by placing -the proceeds 
of their sale in her hands, that she may spend the money in her
own
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As w a oommon greyness silvers everything, w and 
"night lets down her veil this autumn evening** 
reviews his was tod powers and sinful life. Youth, 
hope, and art^that once were so bright aro tfall toned
doirn,* and all that he "was born to be and do," 
become *a twilight piece? The full, rich 
blossoms on his tree of life hava borne but poor 
and bitter fruit*
(fcc,CS"*«. <l
Nor is he ignorant of (Jihis sad blight* 
It is Lucrezia, his wife* She has "oroated around 
her an atmosphere in which no high aspirations, no 
unselfish strivings could live ..... so hia moral 
energies have gradually slackened t and he has lost 
grip on life and art* Itw*» not the absence of
s
incentive, it was the active deadening influence of
(1) 
her companioaship."
Xtoo&ing into the future, he can see 
nothing but failure, §ven after death, in the next 
world, though he may be given a chance to retrieve 
his lost ideale, he Icnows that the result will be
75
i
still the same.
"Four great walla in the Hew Jerusalem, 
Mated on eaoJti aid© by the Angel's reed, 
For Leonard, Rafael, Angelo and me 
To cover - the three first without a wife, 
While I have mine!So - still they overcome 
Beoause there* s still Luorezia,- as I choose. 1*
**As I choose. M Thaa© signifioant words e.-plain the 
whole situation. i\ndr0a has become a alava to his
X
slimes* Ha Imows and bettalXs ths Taot that his passion 
for Luorszia has ©imotoled neiti^r his liTe nor his 
art,. Instead or becoming, as all tome love does* 
a motivo foroo to lilt him aver nearer to God, his 
passion has aoted as en opiate to the moral and 
artistic sens®* K3 has lost strength for that self- 
-saorifioe so essential t*o real love. If his passion 
had deserved the Basse of love, it would not have spent 
itself on an objeot so \mworthy. Or, at least^f inding 
her so fmiity* had he really loved her - soul as veil 
as body - he would have made unceasing efforts to raise
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her from the depths of spiritual degradation Into 
which she had fallen, Aa It* was, lie had been 
steadily helping iier down the descent to Avaraus,by 
pandering to tier greed and self Isimess.
Three line a of the poem may be singled 
out, as bearing a curious significance.
"Rafael did tills* Andrsa pairitod 
!Ete Koman* a is tlie better -«tian you 
But at ill tH© otfe&rs Virgin waa Ms
The earthly Jfcmmaa pasaicm jaas blotted out for Andrea 
tHe ' heavenly viaion -wliicai Bafael is permitted tK> see* 
In t>ha Iladorrnas of tlie greater painter is reflected 
the beatiflo vision oC Love iteelT^ while -Andrea*^ 
Virgins reflect <mly W& voluptwcms aaad soullesa , 
of t*aarezia*s faoe said forsu
But Andrea del Sarto's failure was not 
due to the fact that he had a wife, Kor was Rafael*s
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success the result of his unmarried state - as 
Andrea would lilce to believe. The human love of 
Dante did not detract one iota from his greatness 
as a poet* It rather may be said to have been a
X
great part of his inspiration* So also Robert Browning 
himself had a wife, whom he loved passionately and 
tenderly, - and his art so far from suffering from 
this fact received help and support Instead*
The difference between such man as tbeae^ 
and Andrea'del Sarto^lay entirely in the quality of 
that which each called his " love." With Dante and 
Browning it was an aspiration towards the infinite* 
as all true love must be? whereas Andrea was bound 
nand and foot to this world and its desires* 
So Rafael In the aspiration of his art loolsed ever 
upwards to the divine love and. beauty of the Godhead 
while Andre»*B soul and art contented themselves with 
Mits poor earthly imitation***
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Andrea Is truly very far from the kingdom of heaven , 
as Browning imagines it* Fra Lippo l»ippi»33nsualist 
as Jbs confesses himself -bo be, is far nearer than he, 
f*or Lippo kippi has f adt& in tiliB idsal, ttla0u@ja iie Imowa
no way of reaching it* save throti^i tlaa r^al ..JL while 
Andrea has ceased to seels: for the ideal- ocmteating 
himself with his faultless technique and perfect
steads quite al an© in 
the feffi ., BP$t- WQ?^n volufises illustrating & state of 
mind not repeated in any other poem in t&is edition* 
It atri^ea a note of deeper pessimism tiian asiy dther 
of the POOBIS dealing with the failures of lippVo* Phase 
all tell of love> i«hioh in varying
shorb of its ideal in this life on earth* But in all(
except ftnftTftl- * inrplied or expressed is at least 
the suggestion of another life than this, in which
the ideal may be reac&ocl. •
In w lyp In, tj|a? gfam-patznarp it must be
* 
$pn&oded» the isuggeation la merely implied* 2U0
prevailing terns of this poem la not. as in .Andrea 
ftopelestmeas, but a lively did^atisTacbion with
an tfc©y are* ISa® lover, wboae passion la of 
a very diTferent nature from -An&p©a*a» ia fratiKLy 
diacont^Elted with tlio mere physical intercourse 
whioh seemed to aatlSEfy to© *^aultl9aa Paintear,,** 
He dealrea -fabati deep^? apirltaial oorcamnaion w&iojti 
ia tfa® maxfe of all real love* -or ia lie entirely 
unsuccessful. ~?&3re are supreme morcsnta when the
*
soul of the woman he loves aeams to oorae out to meet
his. But tnla aoul-oonanunion la but a will o* tfa©
«
wisp, no aooner omigixt Wasa loat, Ttia good minute
goes*** His spirit ia lUsa a tiiiatl0-4>all blovm 
onward vrlW. eaoli ligjfcrbeat breath, of breeze,
Hevertheleas there ia a ray of hope shin- 
-ing througii the prevailing glooau 2he will o'the
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wisp Trtiion so*Qanstantly evades His sight is ever 
present to his miaO* O&D ideal of wiiiaii he falls 
so 3&«n@ntap$y short, la always present with him* 
.Basfthly love may Tail, but he Isnows what love rarally 
is.
w I would t»iiat» you were all t»o me, 
Yooi t»toatr are just, so mujQja*no more— 
Ilor yours, nor rrine, — nor slave nor £ree<tv£*'
I could adopt* :;our 
See TJitdi y*ur eyes* and set cgr hsart 
Beating by yaurs, and drin3s: E^T fill 
At -j our soul's springs, - your part*- my part 
In life, for good and ill. "
oleasv-sigfcted vision vsould be impossible to 
Andrea, iiiiose ooaoeption of love is distorted* and dim* 
Yet in some respeots tte spealcer in ffiBBu.te.JtfW-.. 
( jgompttgrm ) Qagipa^na bas as short-slghtsd
spiritual vision as Andrea Himself. Tiiiousii hs has 
seen wnat love really is;tia cannot tsll i?£i0noQ it 
oomeft* BotSi of t^iase man are too pra-oooupied iritii
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•this mortal life to perceive that evon at its 
highest, earthly love ia only in the germ, and 
that we oarmot hope l>o see it here in all its full-
-noss of perfection. Its obvious deficiences are 
to then things to :>o re trotted, ir; -stead of aftoroinc; 
promise for I>:li4i:,r. developments h^rouTber. To the 
lov^r in ^fpff ^R tiiUS3 .Qap^pa^yta . the inrponfecstiois on 
earth, oould never bo an inapiriiio; motive to anoouraga 
the scrJL to rise ix> MglM2r tilings. Be ia at b^ 
a w poor soul lost in the daric." ablfi only 
to diaoern^
w Infinite^ pasaion arid the pain 
Of finite hearts tiist yearn1*
Elisabeth Barrett Bror;^tng in a little poem called
** A Woic£iJi f s glioarii oontrasts tho litiht fancies
the hQ^grt-frae maiden iftifK. the strong eojd stable 
reality or love. In the last vorae she %vrlte8 -
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tSnles* you oan muse in a orowd all day, 
0& the absent faofc that f ixad you; 
ttoless you oan love, as the angQia may* 
With the breadth of haavan betwixt youj 
you oan dread tnsfc ha f.iitii is
Itoloss j:ou oasn 43tff when tho dream la past — 
oall it loving 1 ff
gyty >^^a^a^ tnigllt bQ TQg&Pdad 33 Jber
Jiual3aaad*a oo3?robora-tive ooioment cm tli4.00 worda,
ths point of view of tiis aiaaa inste^ of tUa woiaaaa. ?fe
read in this poem a£ a meunried pair viiioee aTreotiem Is
real and strong. £na £"©©ling of tiia ?/!£&» Jaonovor*
ia far iToc. 23earer to ideal love, eis dafined by
Mrs Barratt Bronming* Her afTeotion, strongly than
deatH fca® niaoii of that wisdom whioh, as Bromiing 
--self daolares, ia en integral part of lova.
KnoTring hars©lf about to dia, siie inuaett 
regretfully, though tonlorly, OB the flaw in the 
character of her husband, -which will drills him it? ti.3
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dual- of life that's loft* w a tired travoller " borei^c,
of the aim of his life, -to sooK consolation IB the 
"flroSly" that "fsllnpsos past" Him. She knows well 
enough that whan they ccet a^iln in iieavcm, lie will 
be bars onoe more, t*bat iis "raiat oomj baol;: t»o -lilio 
Heaa^b*3 plaoe bars 1* wiiioh. siaa laaepa for iiia. But* 
alia wiio has lmowlecL{>;3 oS Lha immort*alit^ of lov® 
ones out> in her pain?
"Only, -tftoy atioiild it. be with s'bain at all? 
vTliy mat* I, 9 1>^lxt tdie laavoa of Coronal, 
Put* any kiss of psirdon on i*hy brow? *
This is rot» ^3alo\isy; but* sorrow* a&in t*o the divine* 
by one \?ho Imotra how radiantly
Love is* vrhen she SOOB vfit/ii hor winga atainad and soiled
A
by the mire of eaartlily sin* It is the ory of sorrow 
for an enril whioh h£Ki afikt yot oono to pass, out viiaioh 
inevitably will* Just beomtse love o®3not oocie to 
perfection in the frail and finite heart of man while
;
on sartli. It Is onoe more the story of
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" Infinite passion and the pain 
Of finite hearta that yearn."
he partial character of tha huaband*a love in thia
*
poem contrasts strongly with tha complete surrender 
of the wife in A ^ W9non >a , laa^ \fford»
Husband and wife have been on tha verge of a
quarrel*We can only guess at the cause of the dispute,
(1) 
Professor Alexander suggests that the husband has
been seeding to probe some love - affair of hia wife's 
earlier life* Such an explanation seems somewhat 
forced! but what ia quite manifest is that the pair 
have come to a crises in their lives* Either they are 
to live in a constant state of contention, or elae
*
one of them must give in* The woman resolves to 
merge her individuality in that of her husband and to 
bind her intellect in the chains of her heart* She 
lays fleah* and spirit and independence of intellect
I (t
 
(1)
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at the feet or the man she 1 ova a, and all the j,rioe 
she asles Tor suoJti uttsr surrender is the ^riviloga or 
a few tears.
In a year. a pitiful little tragedy of a 
woman's broken haart, ia "out another aspect of the 
samg sad picture-. Until just befora the olosa, tii3 
prevailing tone of the poem is ona of hopeleas ^
"Never auy tr.ore 
While I live, 
Heed I hope to see his face
as before, 
GRC3 his love grown o&ill,
idine may strive- 
Bittarly.we re-ambraoe, 
Single atill."
Then tJiera ensues a retrospect of the year which 
has paa-aed - months of intense, dglirious happiness on 
both sides - the man's sudden declaration of his 
passion - the girl's joyous surrender of herself , 
Beauty* wealth, youth., - all the se ? with ; $ very
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:t «* rage of feivine*', ahe h B flung into hia Hands. 
In return for the wonderful gift of his love, an© has 
fsit nothing ah© haa will suffice to pay - not even 
life itself,- though, willingly ahe would lay down 
that for hia aa&a.
And now all is over. The emotion which the 
man had mistaken for love, haa proved but transient 
passion, and ha haa gone oaral<=*<=»<iv on his way. 
Abruptly she turna and fggflrftib Ui© affair from, hia 
point of view® With ruthleas franlsnaaa she seea 
herself as he must have seen her.
If she had given him evarything   even life 
itself - what would he have thought of it all, afe aoon 
as hia passion had cooled ?
"What - ahe felt the while,
Muat I thinlc? 
Love*a ao different* with us man**
lie ahould smile, 
'^ine fop roy aaJte -
Y/hite and pink!
1) Can't we touoh these buol3a then
^
But they break? w
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In the unutterable Jittsxnasa of her aoul aba 
aeoa now that t»he heart of the man ahe had worshipped
i
was just. a"oold olay clod!1 . Love Tor her has meant an 
infinite giving; to him it haa meant an appetite, a 
desire, an infinite talcing} and at last a v?earineBf» 
and satiety and a longing Tor "fresh, £i€lds and
new **
A ootnsaon awd sordid atory indeed! Hardly conaisli- 
  ent with the conception &£ Lov-3 aa 8n all oonquerizig; 
power, drawing souls upward to reaven! But the tale is 
not yet oo&rplete * IJhere is one more verse -
** Well, this cold clegr clod-
Was man* a heart*
Crumble it* - and what comes naxt»? 
Is it God? w
Ifhe man* 3 emotion has paaasd away for it was only 
passion and lust masquerading in Love's garments* But 
that of the woman, in so far as it partaissa or the
38.
spirit or infinite giving, oatunot rail* It mar 
Hopeleasj but God n oraates th© lav© to reward th@ 
love* what if, v/han th^ oarthly ptaaaion has orumijlfed 
to atoms, it may b© found to have been hiding behind 
it the very lovo of God Himself! Pariiapa He has a©nt
V
tha trial just to show har tte inadequacy of humaa 
lova, aaid to rwsal to 3bsr in its place that higher 
and idastl low which aha has be^n blindly sealdLng, 
Ba/ wisati^f i0d artd disappointed love has 
brought hsr by tha ruggsd path of grief to the s£ar«e 
point of vaoitage as tiiat whioh tha iisro of
has reached* Ha, fired with as glowing
a passim for his country as this girl has felt for 
har t althflegs lover, has spssnt hiciaalf with as prodigal 
a lasristoess as shes and her roi^rd of ingrat4tuds and
has been his also.
the roserablsKoa dooa not gad -;\haro»
80.
t»hair bit»1»r dlAllliMiicmmant» berth a.<e HVt<angtibexi3d b;y tii© 
O Inspiring vision . FJKMH tbe wrs<£rad iu>p9s ntxioh. 
all about tihaia, ^nd from tlaa earthly love wtiloii hess 
proved so miserable a failure^ tiisy -turn tbolr ayes 
upwaird t»o whsre G-od*e lava p^d ck^rcry are \r<-:,it»ing 1>o 
snoirol®
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CHAPTER
Browning* B optimism consistent with, failure and 
imperfection (
Old ffirOrbnyyaffl fl-jfl, ffiLorenfle ) — Love man* s most divine
quality- revelation of !2nrt»h granted only to those who
tjet
love ( ^y t^iB y^yag^^fi ft^ff-} —love omnipresent* in
all Oood*- Browning* B aolurtion of the problem of 
evil— necessity of only partial vision of Tjnitli on 
•this esrfcn ( Epistle of Esrsiiisii)
is no poet iritii -waose ugass the -word optimism 
is associated ^4*te moi^e frequentfly than that of Robert 
Bro-flning. Hearly every critic and oominentator who 
has ws^Ltten asnythlng at all aijowt him has laid oonsideiw 
*-able emphasis upon this quality.
Yet at first sight it is somewhat difficult to 
reconcile wltfc. an optimistic view of life the subject 
matter of tHe poems dealt with in the preceding chapter.
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It is not easy to see the light of God*s love shining 
in the daxfcnoss of suoh souls as are there depicted. 
In the same volume Broroiing unfolds before our eyes the 
worldly selfish irreligious aoul oat Bishop Blougbrami 
the freaikly carnal heart of Fra Lippo I»ippi witli his 
intense love of this world, and kia oorreaponding indif-
—ferenoe to the next!' the soulless pleasure—seeding 
life of Yenioe in tbs days of her glory; and the utterly 
unchristian attitude of the professed followers of 
Christ to the unbelieving Jews* The morld as Brovming
V
saw it, was not a place «Jaere love held undisputed swagr. 
It had its Poarpilias and its Pippafl but it also contain-
-ad such men as Guide framcesthi^ Sludge ; ^id Prince Hohens- 
tiel -Schsmngaai* The poet l^new well that within the 
very walls of the church there luzfeed hate and lust
9
and treachery* Few nen, and almost no poets have so 
deliberately set themselves the taslos of investigating
9S,
 the miry ways of humanity,
Els was not the easy optimism of an Suarson 
whioh is the result of deliberately closing one's 
eyes to all the evil rampant in the world* It would 
OQ nearer to the truth, to assert that he was an optimist 
3ust because he loaew how vziclced manlcin& Is, and how 
sad and disappointed are the lives of the majority. 
It would oe a part of the truth - out it would not be 
the whole of it*
Bach of our lives falls short in greater 
or less dagree of the ideal existent in our souls, 
A0 G» K» Chesterton oharaoteristioally e3cpr©sses it»
the world ** is a cosmos where incompleteness implies
(1)
completeness." Q&© of Browning;*s reasons for
optimism was the theory he held n of the hope wiiich lies 
in the inperfeotion of man. In so far as man is a
one—legged or one-eyed creature there is something 
(1) Page, i") f Browning (Chesterton)
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about Ms appearance which indicates that he should 
have another leg or oye. (1.)
This is certainly a very favourite thought 
of Browning, occurring constantly in his poetry; and since 
it has considerable bearing on the subject of his 
philosophy of love, it is not Irrelevant at this point 
to examine the two poems in the 1855 edition which 
contribute in any way to the theory.
The first of these* H^atey. Hjmsaiga of Sa^B—Gqthaf 
grotesque and half—humorous as it is, has a very serious 
meaning underlying its absurdities and eccentricities* 
The organist, who has been playing one of Haster Bugues' 
'* mountainous fugues w with considerable technical 
slslll, is nevertheless dissatisfied v?ith his perform-
*
—ance. He realises that music is much more than mere 
notes- that could he only discover it there a soul 
somewhere amid the inyriad intricacies of chords and
Page n* Brovming (Chesterton )
arpeggios. But that soul ia difficult to discern-
"What with affirming, denying, 
Holding, risposting, subjoining, 
All's Ills© ... it's like ............ w
He hasitates for a simile* Then as he looles up at 
the vaulted roof, it occurs to him that the soul 
of the mualo,elusiv9, seen for a moment, then lost as 
swiftly, is just lilse that great roof above his head, 
with its gold moulding gleaming here and there through 
the cobwebs and dust "Which overlay It*
He proceeds to apply this simile to life itself-
a web, simple and subtle, 
Tfeave we on earth here in impotent strife*
that though over ago? heads are ^ruth and Hature^our 
life's zigzags and dodges "effectually conceal them* 
Master Euguea represents f*the soul seeding 
to interpret the perplexed music of earth, arguing, 
disputing, contending In the f ait«ii that there is a mean- 
-ing in it all, though the final answer Is delayed.- *--
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And the sacie thought of the perplexities of
i - /
is repeated to the sight In the intricate mouldings
•
of the roof. — The dim light grows dimmer, the golden 
cherubs hidden by cobwebs ...... The answer does not
come, the meaning cannot be evolved, the vision of
(1) 
glory is only disly seen*** Yet -
** Trut&^s golden o*er us althoii^i we refuse it- 
ttiro' dust-olouda wo fling Jber*
Tha otiier poem w&ich lielps to aooount for Browning% 
optimism ia Q^d ^lota^y^f ftn Floraiig^T. ____ One morning* 
tbe poet from an eminenoe w&ioii overloofea Floienoe, 
gassed on that great/ City as Iunla$r out/ on ulie moxmtain 
-aide;" and of all its irmumer*abl3 beauties the one 
which moat strongly arrested his attention ** was the 
atartliaig bell-tower Giotto raised? " 1?his» in its 
unfinished lovellness»ayiEboli9ed for him the whole art 
of the Sarly Italian School. 1?he perfection of form 
peculiarly characteristic of Groslc art had been lost, 
(1| The Pel: Teaching of Bg. (D. JSeale- Bg.Soc. Papers)
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aiid man for several centuries had contented themselves 
with faulty imitations; until tliaro had oome a -time
*
when they began to realise that in the very imperfection
of their urorfc they were gr@at.er -Uaaaa -tbe Oroeks* 
For in tfcat* fault»ineas la^ possitoiii-ty and promise of 
progress towards something greater t/iian tihe Greel-ca 
•ttiemselvBs Jmd aohieved, Tterefore in t*b® 
of -this new
cries of w Qraelc Art and
more wisj 
tiiey liad replisd,
'.,...... *Baoome now self -aoqtiaifflt»era»
And pais-t man, man, - -whatever the issue!
Haice the hopes shine through the flash they fray*
Hew fears aggrandise the rags and tatters.
So bring the invisible full into pla^* w
Browning's sympathy with such an attitude
is manifest in his oosanent -
**Qive these, I say, full honour and glory 
For daring so much, before they well did it"
They had striven to paint the soul instead of the body;
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and if in their first enthusiasm for the spirit, 
the body had been neglected, surely mere technique was 
comparatively insignificant beside the soul which 
shone through even the moat faulty worls: of that period,
As th.3 soul of Master Huguea* fugu© was 
just 4»e discernible through the intricacies of its 
form ,so the spirit shone through the incorreot 
perspeotiv® of these Early Masters f
In the very imparfsction of our worlc lies the 
hope that -
** When a soul has
the means of ©sril that Good is best* 
And through earth and its noise, vshafc is
heaven's serena,-
^hen its faith in the same has stood tiie test- 
V/iiy, the child growl man, you burn the rod, 
The usas of labour ara surely done 
There remaineth a rest for the people of God, 1*
ITow we must apply this theory, I<o artist can ever 
hope to fulfill his ideal on earth; nor would it be 
well for him if it were fossiola. It suffices tLat
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%
&e should ceaselessly strive to encompass ins end. 
In the same way it is not to be hoped or desired that 
man should in this lire attain perfection* The star-
-fish is complete and perfect in every way. But man 
is not Tor that reason a creature inferior to the
starfish* 1?he latter has attained its limited perfect-
(1)
—ion, while man is w a Qrod tiiough in the germ,'*
still in process of development*
This innate divinity of maaa> in Bro-sming's 
opinion* is due entirely to his power of loving. His 
love me^* and indeed always does, fall in some degree 
short of ultimate perfections but the fact that he loves 
at all suffices to out him off once and for all iTom
mere brute creation, Thus every impulse towards love, 
every action inspired by it Is a step furthar in tho
attainment of ideal perfection.
(1) Ba&toi Ben Ezra. Stansa xiii.
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T&e same incompleteness is characteristic of our
•knowledge, loan ia not only a loving animal. The passion 
for the attainment of Icnowlsdga ia an integral part 
of man's true purpose. But as in this life we can never 
love perfectly,neither can we "-mow all. 
We are only granted Just ersough light to point us on our 
upward patu* Our Imowledge, however, at its highest 
is bounded by sense, and leaves us very far from God. 
It is by love that we come nearest to Him, It was not 
Christ's omniscience but his sa If-sacrificing life of 
love, wiiic& founded Christianity.
Man's love, imperfect as it is, is the basis 
on which Browning rests his oalief in the ultimate
**rightness** of the world. There are mor.ier5-ts.le]own 
only to the lover^vrhen man seems to bridge the gulf 
between the finite and the infinite. 0-od's gold for a 
brief moment is aeon in all its radiance; and then the 
vision fades, shut out by the world.
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Such an oxperlonoe is rooalleo. by the oluerly 
scholar and dreamer rrho speaks in By, t>fo$ F irgHiftL- . 
AQ ho aits to all appearance "deop in Greek" his
\
•thoughts go back to-an evening many yaara ago v/jaen ii© 
iiad wandered aide TDy aid^ wit/n tiae girl iie lovod through 
a lonely and beautiful traot of Alpine ooun,try. ^-is they
had pauaad for a moment to gaze at tiia fading light 
in the wsstem airy, he had trembled to apeak those 
words whioh ,tiiOugh they might break down ths barrier 
between their souls, might on the other hand widen the 
distance between thsm, But at the very first word 
ha had uttered she had filled his heart with a love 
infinitely larger than he had dared to hope tor~
f*A moment after, and hands unseen 
Were hanging the night around ua fast. 
But we knew that a bar was brolcen between 
Iiif3 and life; we ??ere mixed at last 
In spite of the mortal soi-een, w
Sinso thsn thay had had but one soul between them.
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"each is sucked
Into each now j on, the new at»ream rolls 
Whatever rooks obstruct. "
That day had lad
"To an age so blest, that by ita aide 
Touth seDins the -..sue instead. "
That so p3rfeot a moment of revelation, followed by 
such, utter soul— union, does not often Tall to the lot of 
the averago cian, Browning iiimself confesses in this very 
min the words -
"But wfco oould have aspeot^d this, 
VJh3D wa two drew together rii^at 
Just for the obvious human bliss, 
To satisfy life's daily thirst 
' ith a thing -an Seldom misa? w
But that it is invariably to the lover rather than to 
the 3931-cei" after Isnowleoige that such a ro ; elation corses,
if it comes at> all,-se3ms to have been one of hia 
strongsat oonviotions. Paraoelsus v^aates the whole of 
his life seeking for an inanediate vision of truth,
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w&ile -to dozens of the poet's nameless lovers it is 
revealed. To talce tvro or three axainplsa o£ this 
at random -
"Brightest truth, purest trust IK the universe -
all were for me 
In the kiss of one girl,"
h-1 say a in Summum Bonum g and again, in A Faarl.. A Qirl.
**«••*«**.. I am srapt in blaze 
Creation's Lord, of heaven and earth 
Lord whol=> and sola - 07 a minute's birth 
Through the love in a
It -would be. easy to multiply such instaDcea, but one 
would see1* In vain in his poetry for such a revelation 
granted to a searcher after icnowlsdge.
Browning believed that Truth abides in the 
soul itself, but he was ever more strongly convinced as 
tha years went by that the intellect, unless it. is 
ed by love> will nyvar reach it.
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No, it ia love which ia til© "logos'* that makes all tilings 
plain* Browning regarded ths world as wording steadily 
upwards towards "one far-off divine avent*- a final and 
complete assurance. But as yaars went by he grew more 
and more convinced that this assurance will never come 
to pass -through the agency of Icn-owledga— that it will 
be the result ©f love.
For love, whether its object be a oat, 
a dog, a Jdcuinan being* a country, a cause, or God 
Himselfks a divine lig&t leading towaids the final 
revelation of <Jod*s trutli* Moreover, it ia everywhere 
present, . All the good in ths world is but a manifest- 
-ation of it, lilsen Fra Lippo Lippi aays-
W0r say there's beauty with no soul at all, 
( I never saw it- put the case tiia same-)
You get about the best thing Ood invents,-" •*
That's somewhat. J&id you will find the soul you
hatee missed, 
Within yourself when you return fltim thanks! '*
kt means that beauty is always an apparition of love. w
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if anyone though loving the beauty fail to detect
ajlatent soul ^ yet the effect it works on his own soul
(1) proves the secret presence of love."
But it may be objected at this point that 
the world as Browning aaw it was not composed only 
of Good but of Svil also.
T&ere is not apace &er© to discuss fully how 
his hypothesis of universal love was made compatible 
with the existence of evil. It is sufficient merely to
suggest the main line of his argument* He regarded 
life as a progreaa from the finite to the infinit®— 
from evil to good. If Truth existed alone there would 
be no progress, and therefo e no meaning to the word 
Truth* It la pfr which gives significance to the word 
Vaa..,- Thus it is the conflict of good ^ ith evil which. 
constitutes the world as a probation place.
At the same time. Browning in later y3ars, 
was carsful to reduce evil to mere phenomena - an
illusion beeo-bten bv tihe min? of ^an, A« ha at.at.eg in
(1) Bury J.(Bg Soc. Papers) Bg's^ Philosophy Pt
105.
Abt Vogler - " The avil is null, la naught, is silenoa 
Implying sound*"
•
The evil is ultimately reduced to the limbo 
of sen 39. It is just part of the machinery which goes to 
the making of a man - necessary indeed but of no impor1>- 
ance except in its relation to ths Good*
The poems which have been examined in tfir* « 
and the preceding chapters ; *are dramatic pictures of 
e drawi in such a way as to let us detect love as the
permanent spiritual unity underlying the manifold changing
(1) 
variety of circumstances, 11 To fight his way with
ceaseless and untiring zeal througji earth's chances and 
changes to this gpal is man's purpose in life*
God reveals himself as Love through the 
madium of Power and Knowledge, But the revelation in 
life is necessarily incomplete. Bishop Bfcougbram is 
voicing the post's own conviction when ha says
(1) Bury J. ( Bg Soo, Papers) Browning's Philosophy
Fart
103,
**It wsra tiia seeing him, no flesh shall dare \
i
Some think, Cre.ations meant* to show him forth: 
I say, its meant to hid© him all it can, 
And that's what all the blessed Evil*a for."
To moat men
faith means perpetual unbelief
Kept quiat like the snake 'neath ilichael's foot
(l)
Who stands oalm Juat toeoaus3 he foals it writhe.**
It is only
"When the fight begins within himself,
A man's worth something* <3od stoops o'er his hea4
Satan looks up between his feet - both tug -
s left, himself, in the middles the .soul wakes
And grows* Prolong that battle through his lifel
(3) 
Hever loave ®po«tng till tha lifo to oome.w
Ii3re ws hav© the whole proosss in a few linos. The 
goal is th@re,truly» but the value of the struggle is 
ohiefly in the process.
Toe revelation o£ I«ove in all its beauty can come to
(1) Bishop'Blougbram* s Apology 
(3) Ibid*
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no man without rendering him "uuelaas for -tills world's
(1) 
purposes'* Browning gives us a curiously interesting
example of such a case in the
Writing to his master Abib»KarsiiiBh r^lat^s 
experiences while travelling in Palestine, A physician 
himself be is naturally strongly interested in strange 
medical cases. One very curious case lie has encountered 
in his travels, so strange and unaccountable tiiat it 
has arrested his attention to such an extant that faa is 
compelled to xmourdan his mind to Abib. So he tells 
him how a man suffering from a kind of trance had* 
several years before been suddenly brought to life through 
the a-gency of some drug, or spell or art unknown (and 
which Karshisfc. feels it would be profitable to discover)
The patient* Lazarus by name, had been restored 
to perfect physical health but ever since that time had 
suffered from a strange hallucination* that he had been
(1) An Epistle (Karshish)
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restored to life not* from a mere France tout* from actual 
death.
Karshish admits that such a delusion in itself is 
not unaocountaola. But t&a circumstance which. dod-» 
not explain itself by aaay natural nuans, ia that the man 
seems now **unlque among his fellow man? M ^nis gromi 
man eyes tbs world now like, a ohlld.** Ea allows 
momentous ©venta to paa« toy aim witbmit realising in tbe 
Isaat tneir aignificanoe, wnil© the merest trifles will 
sometimes stir him to tdbe very depths of his being. 
T&s news of an ars^rf s besieging t*ie town in whioh 3ae 
dwells does not even atir a passing interss1*# yet
"Spoafc -of some trifling faot-he will gaze
raprt 
?/lth stupor at its very littl^aess- .*,.»*
Should his o&ild siolsen unto death,*- why lot&c 
fHar soaroe abatement of his oheerfulnesa. 
Or praetermission of his daily oraft- 
Ihile a wordtgesture,glanc© from that same child 
At play or in the sohool or laid asleep. 
Will atart him to an agony of fear;*-
It soems as if —
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**Ee holds on firmly -to some thread o£ 
Whio&* conscious of, he must not enter yet- 
The spiritual life around the earthly life! 
The law of that is fcnom to him as this- 
His heart and brain move ther@*his feet stay here 
So is the man perplexed with impulses 
Sudden to start off crosswise«~ w
(178-187)
»
In this way Lazarus toe comes
"Professedly the faultier that he imows
«
God's secret* ?rhile he holds the thread of life."
( SOO-001)
The moral which Broming seems to convey throughout 
his whole poetry is that though life should oe a hunger 
for the infinite, yst it is essential t»o recognise our 
limitations and to work within them, wtodlle p^ ths same tij»
never permitting ourselTrea to be content with them. Deati
\ 
therefore instead of being the last rescrfe of th0 tdred
soul from which all hop® has fled become^ a clarion call 
to a new world - the inf inite - w&it&ar tih© man who has 
striven on eartli shall pass* there to be completed.
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Man must give himsolf in love and service to Humanity 
but "if on earth Uio goal could be reaohad where then
(i)
were Heaven?**
Passionately aa Browning lovod tsbe world and 
everything in it,ne could Taoa death not* merely with 
calm s^oiciam .j&ut with actual Joy* for it meant to 
him just a^blaclc minute** and afterwards a glorious 
reunion witn ^hs soul of* hia ••soul1*- the wife who 
had gone before.
(1) C* Collins, jaroTaning r a Poama r Yctl ^  iv
CHAPTER VII
Result of setting "knowladge as the goal of life 
(Gtertnan Cultur; ff^frterd. JJ-*-) -• Grammarian* a 
gffl?Q.Mi?- not a eulogy or knowledge - the distaatiafaot- 
-ion resulting from, setting isnowledge as OUY
»• • »«*******«•»****»•
a^amplaa have beon cited in tJoa preceding 
oiiaptora, illustrating Brown Ing* a oonoaption of tb3 
sup-3i-*iority of tiove to Knowl^dga aa a motive force on 
earth t*o raise mantoin-d to Qod| vrtiils fuom time to time 
as occasion demanded, it iias oeaii a uc- seated on what 
v.r. he br-aoa 'Uhat aaaun^xtion.
oonfinod oiir attention up to oii3 present, 
to -oho ^oiiaidarini; of the positivo value of love as a 
unifying prto-cipl^ or life. It remains, t3asrSfox^*to
ths reault* of putting iirowlo.ige in its place, 
g ooncoivD J of intellectual gain apart from 
love, an £»t ocat u03lo33, aid at worst pora
us.
—ful -to the individual and the raoo. .i-araoolsus at 
th® end of his career vraa mado to realiH? at least 
part of this truth* Had Bro-wning been alive during 
the last few yaars of disaster and upheaval, lie would 
have had even further and convincing proof of the 
unhappy results of the cultivation of the intellect at 
the expense of the »oul» in the atrocities committed in
the recent war resultant from -what is notoriously 
styled *G0«nazi Cultur w
A great race, capable as we -well imow of 
high aohiavaments in the realms of music»painting, 
and poetry, haa for a generation or two sat itself to
acquire imerwledge. Bduoa1*iom# invention and research*
»
enoouracad and aided by the State to the exclusion of 
all else, have result d in the turming out eC millions 
of finely-organised intellectual machiaaess and the 
bitter fruit of such an ideal has been seen only too
plainly *•» tJtia vandalism, treachery, and cruelty 
parpetrated by these intellectual machines in the 
five yeana of horror 'hi oh, have just passed over us. 
Kor is the effect discernible in the character of the 
German peopla only outfrin the disregard and contempt 
of religion and morality, which during the last decade 
haa spread all over Europe and America 11^:9 a devastating 
disease.
Sha'ceapearo in his oon caption of tius ciiaraoter 
of Richard 133. shows us laettar thaaa anyone else - even
•
Browning himseir - what happens when a man sets intellect
• 
above all else,
As Bichard stabs King Esnry VI he reveals 
the ideal he has before him*
*!3otm» down to hall; and say 1 sent* thes thither 
I that have neither pity, love, nor fear,.,.,.,..* 
I have no brother, I am lilsa no brother, 
And this m>rd '"T-ove**, which grey beards call dlvins
Be resident in men liKe one another
(S) 
And not in me; I am myself alone,"
l ) lines eat- STAot v» So.vi<, Henry vi. Part iii.w ** " " " M *» " (2) "
The world is Just a plaoe for him*to bustle in" 
and its inhabitants merely obstruotionji to be removed*
4
He stands intellectually head and shoulders abova ills 
fellows, and he uses tiis is&en and biting wit solely to 
"clothe* his "ne&ed villajpyV1 and to plot murder 
upon murder until lie forces a blood— stained passage to 
the throne*
3ua& a monstrosity as SjasvfceapearB with itia 
marvellous payoJaologioal insigixt here reveals to us, 
is tlae result of setting intelligence ratiier than love 
as the goal of one's existence.
13sere is only one poem in t&© 185& edition in 
whicii tfcfee desire of icnowledge is depicted as an eminently 
desirable ob^sot in life*
r^ad cursorily and without insight, might seam to 
contradict all that has been stated in this essay, 
concerning Browning's theory of the relative inferiority 
of Tmowledge to love»
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The Grammarian, followed t»o his last rest by a 
reverent band of loving, faithful followers, ia indeed 
a noble figure. As we l$»va aim " loftily lying " it 
might S93C3 that in this one poem at least Browning meant 
to give knowledge its due* that here he wished to sliow 
that the mere piling up of faots, the very "grinding 
at grammar** are ends noble and sufficient in themselvos.
But a closer reading of the poem reveals that such 
was not his intention in the least* It was not because 
he aspired to loaow, but because he aspired at all, that 
Browning gives him suoh enthusiastic praise* His nobility
of soul lay int&e fact that* though he realised that 
the tasl?: to which he had set his whole energies, could 
by its very natsire* never be fulfilled in this life, yet 
he still aspired* Ea was groat beoause he saw this life 
in its true proportion — a mere drop, though an essential 
one- in the great ocean of the infinite; that he estimated 
physical beauty and the Joys and sorrows of this world as
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insignificant*; that tie preferred Heaven's success to -that
of ©art&, - casting himself, and all his unfulfilled 
aspirations on the mercy said lova of God*
The whole significance of the poem is concen- 
~trated in the inspiring lines -
low man seem a little tiling to do,
Sees it and does it»: 
This iilgH man« aiming at a million, 
ffiissas a unit.
tne world faere - should Joe naed tne next
t
Let tUs world mi»d ilim!
i
, throws hismelf on God, and unperplext 
Seeding shall find &im»w
( 113- 134 )
So far from finding hia greatneaa to consist in the 
object of his aspiration, one might say instead, that ha 
was great in spite of that object* To put it so strongly
would be parhaos overshooting the mark! but it is 
certainly true, that had the object of his passion been 
the acquisition of love, instead of Imowledg©, he would
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in Browning's eyas, have oeoome an even mora noble figure
The mere piling up of facts is at best a 
very dull business, and it is noteworthy that the Gramma; 
-ian, throughout his whole life of struggle,looked ever 
to something bayond. Ee was well^aware that real life•
lay out beyond the mastery "of learning's crabbed text"
/and "comment*. This was merely a preparation for the 
actual glorious and full life which was to follow in its 
wake, whether on this earth, or another, it was immaterial
Of this rich and perfect life to come though "dead from 
the waist down" he never for a moment lost hope*Instead 
he threw on God,
God'a task to make the heavenly period 
Perfect the earthen."
while in the meantime he bent his tirad head ov3r his 
boolcs, and strugglsd on with his dreary taslc.
The Grammarian did not, as Paracelsus, make 
the fatal, mistake of trying to grasp knowledge once and 
for all in Its entirety, but realised instead that each
trutk obtained, wmss a WQTQ titeppln&-stone to another 
ttigbar ttiast itailJT; nor did fca aaark eta Paracelsus did 
to enjoy IB t&ia lt£$ as wall aa to Icnowj jut 
truating to Ms aoul*a immortality lio '.-ras oootottt to 
wait for Joy until the woscld to soira*
lii this poem* briar aa it ia^Bronalaig was 
out tfe^ aasa tDou^t ^Jaioli j-r^valta in
na&oly, that tJfi® tosst of llT?i la to oe ootaiJ33<i o~. 
"-ho can graap tli» true maaziizig of ooir limitations on 
this saryi, aoidt wfco do 2M»t try to forea isto tills 
t!a® 30v@losanai*tfi wtiioii ar© only
it might aeitr. to be at firat glacse, a Qulog^ ox' 
doslzsa to aoo.ulr9 ISEiowlscigs Jfor its otm aatl?3, in"
iiavs ^abodi^a tfe® t&SMory t&at ;a-;Owl3J.g;-5 witl>- 
love' osn only or,4 in oitt^no^ma or
saya Prof@a»or Alascaaad®!? * wfco is to typify toe 
hlgfcest devslop*tt9^t of .'Uioii tfc3 indlvi'liial cian
capable in this world, ia the consummate flower or 
the moat perfeot^if not the highest civilisation which 
the world haa seen, lie ia a Qreals or the beginning or 
our era, the complex prodi&ot or that many-sided culture 
which belongs to the laat phase of the intellectual
life of Greece, As poet, artist, philosopher, he united
U) in himself all the intellectual aptitudes of man H
Side by aide with Cl3on himself Browning
«
with subtle art has set the companion picture of Protus
**in hia Tyrannywf his life ** complete and whole now 
in its power and Joy*** Between these two men it would 
seam that all the possibilities of human life have been 
exhausted. Yet both of these highly-organised intellect-
—ual products of a great age are unhappy discontented 
men* The both see w the wider/but to sigh the more? 
Protus f*the fortunate of men w must die sometime and 
leave behind him - nothing - unless, perchance,a brazen
(1) Alexander W.J
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statue to overlook his grave* I<or ia Cleon tiie poet 
more blessed* In apite of his wonderful achievements* 
his capacity for actual living ia now far leas than that 
of .many a far simpler soul. Sadly he confesses^
* Indeed, -bo know is something, and -bo prove 
How all this beauty might be enjoyed, is mores
But, knowing nought, to enjoy la something too. 
You rower with the moulded muscles there
Lowering the sail, is nearer it than I. 
I can write love— odea,— thy fair slave's an ode.
I get to sing or love,when grown tookrey 
For being be loved*-*-she turns to that young man*
The muscles all a-ripple on his back. 
I know the Joy of Kingship* well- thou art icing! **
(391 - 300 )
Hers we havs yet once again reiterated,the thought which 
Browning put also into the mouths of Herbert and t/hat name-
m
—less lover of a Last. Ride Jpgather !- the emptiness of 
the existence of the poet or painter in comparison with 
the riolier life of those who ea^erience the beauty and
(1) Vide ante- page»68.
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Joy, of which these looKer®s-on of life only write 
or paint*
As tine days fclids lay, and ho realises tfcat his 
youth is gone for ever, it is a poor consolation to
•
Cleon j*. to Imow that though ha ia soion to d:£e nia
worl£a may achieve immortality. She time is rapt approach-
\
-ing he oosrplaiiia-
** When I shall Icnow aioat, and yst laaat eiijoy-*-
i
\f^ hen all ray wo visa wherein I prev© my worth, 
Being present still to moofe me izi men 'a 
Aliv© at ill, in the phrase os' auoia aa 
I, I the feeling, thinKing, ;apting |&an» 
The man who loved hia lif $ $o ove^ ipnch* 
Shall aleep in siy urn**
A glootny proapeot indeed! The {mly' tft&toe; which oould 
afford any comfort to a spirit poaaaaae<^. of. vd
a thirat for lif© would be the hope of a future atatel
i 
"Ohlimited in capability
? For Joy, aa thia ia isy deaire f or joy! x
yf
(336- J337)
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But. to Claon the secret of God's love, and its 
corollary, immortality, has not bean revealed; 
and he breaks off abruptly from his dream of another 
world jifith a sigh -
n But, no!
259U0 has not revealed it; and alaa! 
Ha must have done so - were it possible! "
(533 - 335)
Then with tragic and unconscious irony, he proceeds 
to mention with the contempt of a highly - educated 
Grssls: for ** a mere baroarian Jew " , Paulus, the one 
man who might have given form and assurance to his di$i 
longings; and to set down his doctrine - of which he 
1-mowa nothing - as one which M oouid be held oy no sazae
tnari".
Cleon has indeed achieved great things, but his 
outloolc on life is at root a purely selfish one. He is 
filled with a great Joy-hunger-
13S.
w for joy spread round about* us, meant for us, 
Inviting us; and still the aoul craves all! - "
(240 - 1 )
Ee has proved that human life is Inadequate;" that there 
is a sad disproportion between the desire of the soul 
and the capacity for fulfilling it,- and he despairs. 
Thus, though he has drunk deeply of life's cup of joyful 
experience, and though hei has drained the horn of 
knowledge to what he believes are its very dregs, he pr®— 
*-sents 331* infinitely sadder picture than the poor 
Grammarian who died before he had ever tasted life, and
who Imew from the beginning that the horn of loiowledge
that 
to which hs eagerly put his lips was just llkaj(pf whloh.
draiflte in tha land of the Gants-, of so infinite 
a capacity, that the deepest draught would make no 
appreciable difference to ils fulness* For the Grammarian 
had learnt the secret of God* a love, the imowlsdge of which 
was denied to Cleon*
The probable attitude of men of intellect and learning 
Christ and his immediate followers* seams to
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hav® arrested Browning's imagination* With marvellous 
power of detachment* and unerring psyohologioal insight* 
he has ^presented to us in rci^a^ the indifferent contempt 
with which many a highly-cultured gentil© must have 
listened to the rumours of the Hazarene Teacher and Miraole 
-.Worker.
In jgi .. ffip.jkgifj.ft,._..of.. ..Fr>*']rfl!73n8il... ^© have set forth 
with even more subtle dramatio power, the attitude adopted 
by an Arabian physioian who has unwillingly stuiablel upon 
one of the results of Christ's presence on this earth* 
Lazarus and his story, are at first to him Just another 
medical case- a strange one indeed* but yet* only one of 
many* In Karshish there ta3s®s place that struggle between 
the intellect and heart which Browning so often depicts* 
His critical and scientific mind iicmediately sets to worlc 
analysing facts to find some rationalistic theory whioH 
shall explain the circumstance* W@ sea his attempts -oo 
shake off the impression which I*a£arus has mada on him* 
He finally decides that thia man* so different from his
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fellows, is Just s madman, and his oonviotions of the 
Divinity of hia healer merely one of the hallucinations 
ooimnon to certain types of mental disease.
Satisfied for the moment, he changes the subject, 
asking pardon of his Blaster for attaching so undue import*-
-ance to so trivial a matter, when there so many other 
significant things calling for remark,
But, at the close of the letter, in the very 
postscript, he reverts yet oxioe more to the fsjsinating 
subject, This time ,he does not attempt to cloak the 
matter with an atmosphere of learned scientific investiga-
-tion, but bursts out with strong and genuine feeling - 
almost as though the truth were being foroed from him 
by some unaeen force within his soul,- What if the 
physician who healed kazarus x«ras actually Almighty Orodl
Such a revelation, he is well aware would 
open an entilsely new world of possibilities,throwing all 
his scientific research into oblivion, by its startling 
significance* God, ha has v:oi--$iiipped as a Being All
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occasion of a wrath so terrible that It reduces the whole 
raoo of man to helpless awe. Is it possible, ho wonders, 
that Ood unites Power with Love - and a Lova ao infinitely 
tender that he has bean willing to come down on earth — 
a man among men - to serve and help his creatures? Is 
it possible too, that his love reaching out to all mortals 
impels them to love him in return?
Strangely stirred by this arresting thought* and 
by the vision &£ immortal life, which it brings along 
in its train the ones out with uncontrollable 3motion.-
••The very God! think, Abib; dost thou think?
So, the All—Great, were the All-moving too—
So,through the thunder conies a human voice
Saying "0 heart I made, a heart beats here!
-Pace, my hands fashioned, sea it in Myself. 
"Thou hast no power nor may*at conceive of iline 
"But love I gave thee, with Myself to love, 
"And thou O.UETO love aae who have died for thee I H 
The madman saith lie said sos it is strange."
( 504^312 )
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CHAPTER VTII
Immortality the corollary of God* a love 
(Saul}- j- thrse stages in evolution of mac's 
conception of God (Caliba^ upon Se1>ebp*i8 ffiLQQn|T 
and ^WflhiliifftV ) — conclusion*
The phrase * <Jod*s love and ita corollary,
icmortality " pariiapa requires some justification.
Does tne love of Gtod towards mankind necessarily
tnat Ee naa destined him to receive the gift of Eternal
life?
This question in the abstract does not concern 
us her®. What rmist be considered in these pag3S ia 
Browning's personal attitude towards immortality * This 
is set forth unmistakably in $3&L*—
The youthful David, his whole soul filled 
to overflowing with wondering admiration for Sisal's
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beauty and strength, is moved to intense pity as he
seea his hero agonising in the gloom ^in helpless impotence
Untwining the Iili33 from MB harp, the lad straightway
sots about his task or love - to bring Saul baok froir
this living death to the fulness and joy of life. On© aft<3?
another, he sings ths songs which would be familiar to 
the King - from the shepherd's folding tuns to that 
great
**„»*.*• fihorua iatoaad 
Aa the Levitea go up to the altar in slory snthroned *
A groan in the darkn3SS, signifying that life is 
stirring ones moi-e in Saul, apura him uo Turthar sffort* 
esnd he sings rapturously of -
w .*., the wild joys of living! the leaping from
rools up to rook: - n
until* with heart almost bursting with love and pity, 
he proclaims in song, Saul's great glory and power.
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At length* with a long shudder, the King waSses 
froti his tranoej bnt etill his body remains inert, and 
his eye vacantly lothargio* So David kenda once more 
to hia tas'c of healing.
After some time has alapsed, ha ia rsward3d 
by SGslBg Saul assume a more normal attitude* 'laking 
his little minatrel battraon his huge knees, ths King 
lays hi*? hand gently on the boy's head and looloa at him 
earnestly. As David returns his steady gaze, he yearns 
for still greater power to invent evan more happiness for 
tli© master he loves. If he only toe-w how,he would 
heap never ending joys upon Saul; he would give him -
"......... now life altogether, as good,
ages henoe,
Aa this moment, - had love but the warrant, 
love* a heart to dispense I "
( Stanza 15. )
The soul of the younfe^Xp^^., reaching out to 
Saul with that love vhich desires to spend itsalf eternally,
*0 (l) ' »..
f
(I)
ST.
oei
It is unthinkable t The very generous emotion winch 
Is ever now stirring hia heart la but a gift which has 
Its origin in the love of Clod. Ha 3333 his love aa it is,- 
a mere Impulse which has not the power to realise itself. 
He would suffer for Saul even to death.* But jven if the 
sacrifice were accomplished It r/ould.oe of no avail* So 
from w man*a nothing pefSfect w ha is impelled to turn 
for help to "God's All—Complete **; and there he Tinds, 
in the person of Christ* Love nanifeating itself through 
Power* infinite Love and infinit-3 Power, - of which the 
highest man can attain is but a shadow - expressing Itself 
in infinite self-sacrifice,
Aa David stumbles home to his sheep in the 
dawn, all Mature, aeema with him, to be awaiting the 
coming of the Messiah. The forest trembles with awe, as 
the breeze comes and goes through its leaves; there is a 
startled dread in the eyes of the very beasts; even the
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up-burned faces of the flowers tell the same -tale; while 
every tiny streamlet*, aa it. trioklas over the »» stones, 
murmuring, whispers,
" E'en sol it is so! "
Browning gives us in thre3 separate poems, 
definite atagea in the evolution or man's conception of
(1)
The untutored savage represented by Caliban
sees in his Qod the attibute of irresponsible power
T
exercised in a manner wholly capricious* Setebos has 
made the world* But ha could not make a asoond self, 
and he would not make a or3aturo repugnant to himf so 
the worlc of his hands has become a joing as lifce himself 
as possible though built on a soiallar soale»
Thus Caliban seas in Setebos only himself 
highly magnified, and clothes him v.'ith all his own charao- 
—teristioa. His Cod is a Being terrible and capriciously
(1) Caliban tmon
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cruel, dealing with the world he haa mad© aa Caliban 
himself does with the objacta in hia power - spewing 
some, slaving others, as suits hia convenience or 
caprice. Above him sits the Quiet, a Being atill 
more powerful, who haa mads Seteboa himaeldf*
About th@ Quiets Caliban doea not oonoern him-
—aalf» It sufficea that he confines his attention to 
Setebos, respeoting and fearirs.g faisi juat so long as he 
thinks himself watohed» The obvioua thing to do ia 
to make ors.easlf as inconspicuous as possible, - s£3d 
abova all, to avoid appearing too happy. For Just aa 
Caliban ia moved to deatroy two £liea baalsing in the sun—
-ahine, while"be spares two beetlea in l@ss Tortunate 
circutnBtazJcea, so Seteboa, in jealoua an&er, will wreak 
vengeance on a creature who flaunta hia happineaa, and 
probably will leave unmoleated hia more humble and
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insignificant brother*
Caliban's Setobos is manifestly neither omnipotent 
nor omnipfti9St» nor yot all-loving, LIB has indeed a 
great deal of power* and a certain degree of Imowledgej 
but love ia left entirely out of ills oomposition#
Tto® Seus worshipped by Cleon, though far-removed! 
from the primitive Setebos, nevertheless falls very far 
short of the C&ristian idaal* Ha is almighty and 
omniscient, exercising fria power in a wall—regulated 
manner w&ioii make's for tiie progress of t&a raoe» 
ia in Him no malice or oaprice. Yet Oleon ia plainly 
not satisfied eit&er with Zeus, or the world he oonceiveft 
to have been created by him • DO©S he oare for mankind?, 
That is the question Cleon aslss himself, and to whioh 
he can find no satisfactory reply* If Zeus is a God of 
Love* how does it happen that ** life's inadequate to 
loyt " ££* to® oares for us individually, why is 
there so grievous a disproportion between our aspiration 
and our grasp? If • he loves us why must we grow old arid
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die?
To such questions aa these* there ia no answer, -
except in the doctrinea taught by a Barbarian Jew* whom 
Cleon, irs the pride of his race and culture, regards 
with infinite contempt and indifference.
Zeus indeed is ultimately not very much more 
satisfactory as a God than the degradad Seteboa* Els 
infinite Power and Knowledge afford neither compensation 
to man for the misery he suffers on ©arth, nor any hope 
of the continuing and perfecting* in another world, of 
such 3oya as may in this life chance to fall to his lot. 
But the God who manifested Himself to David in 
his vision of the Meaaiaffi., and whose reflected glory, 
shining in the face of the raised- Lazarus, struck the 
Arab Karshiah v/ith a strange wonder, togother with all the 
attributes of Zeus, has yet one other attribute which in 
itself includes them all, and that is fcov^j.
worth of Christianity, aa Browning sees it,
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is that It. reveal^ VtJod a3* a God of Lovej and the grasping 
of t&ia great faot is Tor each soul the higneat aim in 
life.
Love not» only constitutes the very nature of God, 
but it» is also the noral ideal of man, and the purpose 
and essence of all created beingjl, both anlmat© and inanimate
** 0 world, aa God hasa made it>? All is beauty8 
And loiowing thia, is love, and love is duty.**
mas..
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